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1. CHILDHOOD, 1926–1941
At 78 one should look back on the past, and—most important—have the
time to do this. My life—a microparticle of the world’s turnover—was
part of the stormy 20th century, and I have been eyewitness of some of its
innumerable facets.
I was born in 1926 in Liepaja (Libau, Libava), a port city in the
Baltic country Latvia. My father Nochum Bahn (1896–1941) was
also born in Liepāja, but his family roots very probably were in
Krekenava, now a large village in the Panevezhys district of
Lithuania. Archival documents show that at least one Bahn family
lived in that village in the 19th century. Father attended for some
time the Liepaja “Realschule” in Alejas St., where a cinema was
later installed in that small building. During the 1918–1920 fighting
in Latvia he was for some time interned in a German POW camp.
As far as I can recall from what he told me, there he learned
German order and language, to wash himself in cold water and to
eat meat and fish down to the blank bones. He married my mother
Dora Friedlender in 1924. He worked for several timber exporting
companies until the Great Depression of 1929, when he and his
family moved to Riga hoping to find a livelihood there.
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The ancestral village of Krekenava, before 1914
My mother was born in 1902 (according to documents) in
Auce, a village near Jelga va (Mitau). She attended school in
Liepāja, where she learned perfect Russian and German. But in
1915 the family was deported to Borovichy (Russia) where it
experienced the revolutions of 1917. Grandfather and mother’s
younger brother died there from some disease. I do not remember
how it came about but mother managed to complete one or two
terms at the University of Kazan. After the end of military
operations in Latvia grandmother and her three daughters
returned to Latvia (one of them, aunt Sara, emigrated to Brazil
with her Swiss husband); her three sons stayed behind in Russia.
As to Father, he had a brother Samuel with family in Ventspils,
another one—uncle Joseph—with family in Liepaja and a sister—
aunt Helene—also with family in Liepaja. All of them perished in
the Holocaust, among them aunt Helene’s two sons Meier and
Abram Epstein (ages 18 and 15) who, according to S. Feigerson,
were shot by German soldiers a few days before the end of WWII
in Europe. Only her daughter M ascha Blumental survived in
ghettos and camps and recently died in Riga . Father also had two
sisters—aunts Johanna Hurwitz and Betty Shochet (Rebecka?
Rivka?)—w ho emigrated to South Africa in the 20s. Aunt Betty’s
daughter, Gina Rakoff with family, resides now in Toronto. A unt
Johanna was blessed w ith twin daughters Barbara and Gina
(RSA), and a son (Aubrey) who with his family went to Israel and
died there in 1995.
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My parents, just after their wedding in the mid-1920s
In my early years I received the major part of my education
from my maternal grandmother Minna Friedlender. A lthough
Father’s parents also lived in Liepāja, they died when I was too
young to remember them. Grandmother Minna for some time
lived with us; she had problems with her legs (veins), and the only
remedy then seemed to be bandaging them. With me she spoke
Yiddish and German, with my parents Russian and Yiddish. I
loved her very much and she always pampered and soothed me
when I was in some distress. What I best remember was her
devotion to religion, her cooking abilities and the old German
songs she sang for me (“Ich weiss nicht was soll es bedeuten”, “Sah
ein Knab’ ein Röslein stehn”, “Muss i denn zum Städtchen hinaus,
und du mein Schatz bleibst hier” etc.). She had a sister in Libau,
Grosstante Raalchen Levinowich—the “rich one”, because she
owned a house in Skriveru Str. and half a house in Dzintaru Str. 12
where she lived after the death of her husband—the lawyer
Levinowich). I cannot imagine how both these old and sick
women were dragged to Shkede in December 1941, forced to
undress, and then shot.
In the early 1930s we lived in Riga, our last apartment was on
Slokas Str. From that time I remember that once the whole city
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awaited with excitement a dirigible that was to fly over Riga.
Another thing I remembered forever was a walk with my father,
when upon his question I guessed the title of the song that came
from an open w indow: it was “Ich hab’ mein Herz in Heidelberg
verloren…”. As a reward, Father took me to a nearby café and
ordered a big piece of cake for me. My dream to visit the
“Neckarstrand” some time came true only in 1999 when I and my
wife Vera visited dear friends (the v. Sichart family) near Stuttgart.
Even before our move I had visited Riga with my mother or
both parents. The train trip was most exciting for a little boy—the
railway stations, the bridges across the Daugava, the tall buildings. I
remember how pleasant it was to ride through the snow-covered
silent and empty streets, covered w ith a fur rug, in a horse-drawn
sleigh with the “Fuhrmann” on the sledge-box. There were more
people and traffic in the summer, included blue buses with the
“Shell” logo that produced very smelly exhaust. Some other
recollections worth mentioning were about an exhibition of goods
manufactured in Latvia on the “Esplanade”, and two exciting WWI
guns positioned at the entrance to the “Schützenhaus”.
At the age of 8 I already was able to take the ferry boat across
the Daugava river to the right bank. The boat was wheel-propelled,
and I was most fascinated to watch the steam engine with its shiny
brass parts working. One day I witnessed busy movement in the
streets, the boat did not come, machineguns were posted at the
bridges. Later we learned from my aunt’s (aunt Anna, Hannchen)
husband, an inspector at the Criminal Police, about the coup-d’état
of the 15th of May 1934, about arrests, restrictions, and the
dissolution of the Saeima (Parliament) and political parties. M y
uncle was discharged from his job in Riga and sent to a lowly
position in a remote village (Vecslabada) near the Russian border.
I cannot help mentioning what came into my mind generally
after 1991 when the so called “Ulmanis Time” (15.05.1934–
17.06.1940) was praised as the very paradise on Earth. [By the way,
Ulmanis was also subject to jokes, such as replacing the words “Let
the proud song sound loud…” in the national anthem #2 by “Let
your fat body sway, fuehrer of the people…”. In Latvian this
sounded very funny.] I shall always recall the children’s market on
the Anna’s Market square in the spring, when w ell-to-do farmers
hired children for shepherding for the w hole summer, and the
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parents received the pay in victuals. That was enough for me for
the rest of my life to have a judgment about that period. I also saw
in Riga crowds w ith bicycles gathering at the paper “Jaunākās
Ziņas“ (Latest News) office waiting for the release of the newest
edition, and then dashing to places where jobs had been
advertised.
It was in Riga where we spent the years of the Great
Depression in the early thirties and experienced its hardships. I
remember asking Mother to make tea and her reply that we have
no tea. “So make it please…”. In October 1931 my sister Gina was
born, we then lived in Grēcinieku Street. As I had entered the
Jewish school in Liepaja no later than in autumn 1934, I guess that
we returned to Liepaja in the summer of 1934. We settled in a
furnished apartment at Vītolu iela 3, took lunch home from a
public kitchen, and sometimes lunched at Utag’s in Lielā iela
(Grosse Strasse). Later we moved to another flat on Republikas 21,
near a 6-story building that, being the tallest in Liepāja, was
admiringly called “Das blaue Wunder”. My father looked for a job
for a long time, until he was offered one in my mother’s cousin’s
timber company, “H. Hirschberg”.

My sister Gina and cousin Melita (Uncle Joseph’s daughter), 1937
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This “Onkel Herm a nn” w ith his wife “Tante Am alia” had a
smart apartment in a fine neighborhood, they were rather well
situated and uncle Hermann was said to have visited England
repeatedly on business. When we met he always had a piece of
chocolate in his pocket for me but aunt Amalia undertook to teach
me to play the piano in which she was an expert. But I only learned
to hate the piano (not piano music!) for the rest of my life—and the
innocent aunt too. Uncle Hermann’s office was on Liela iela
(Grosse Strasse) and on state holidays—15 th May and 18th
November—I very much enjoyed watching the military units
returning from parades. In June 1941 Hermann and Amalia were
separately deported to Siberia where uncle died. His wife returned
to Latvia in 1956 and died in the late fifties. They had no children.
While working for the H irschberg company Father sometimes
also went abroad on business. From Finland he always brought
tropical fruit, from Russia information of how my uncles and their
families lived in deplorable conditions, and about the famine and
the lack of everything. Nevertheless I remember that my parents
sympathized with Russia, and after we had become able to afford a
radio they cautiously listened to the “Komintern” broadcasts.
Meanw hile I was sent to a Latvian school (from the second
form on). To tell the truth—the beginning was a real torture for me
but later I became used to it and earned good marks and report
cards. I remember having been especially harassed during
gymnastics classes where we sometimes were taught dancing, and
boys had to ask girls; I was always late and got the ugliest. At that
school we were also expected to receive a thorough Latvian
patriotic education. I could not leave the classroom during religion
classes, and soon knew that subject better than my Christian
classmates. Our “Klassendame” was Velta Vintere. Mr. Vinters
also was a teacher, during the German occupation he was Head of
the School Department of the town. In 1944 or ‘45 the Vinters’s fled
to Germany and never came back (but who did?).
In primary school (6 forms) each day began w ith a prayer. The
pupils were lined up in the school auditorium, each class in 2 lines,
the “Mūsu Tēvs Debesīs” (The Lord’s Prayer) was read and one of
the teachers read something for “salvation of the soul”. When we
became older the boys eagerly tried to attract the attention of the
girls during this “performance” (boys and girls were segregated in
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different parallel classes). I think now that military education was
not a Soviet discovery—as early as in the mid-thirties we had
regular military classes during which senior lieutenant Ozols
taught us all the wise things that were collected in the
“Jaunkareivja rokasgrāmata” (The Young Soldier’s Manual).
I continue these recollections, being already 80.

Libau, Rosenplatz and Grosse Strasse (ca 1930?)
What do I remember from the late thirties? Libau was a quiet
town with minimal, mainly horse-drawn, traffic. Autos were rare,
only cabs waiting for customers at some places downtown, usually
vis-à-vis with horse-drawn cabs (Fuhrmänner). Father was often
away on business, and going in a cab to meet Father at the
railwaystation was most exciting. It was at that time when I
learned that there were Ford, Renault, Citroën etc. cars, the brands
sounded to me like music.
The beach was divided into sections for men, women and both
sexes; for access to some of them you had to pay; those sections
had lockers and other conveniences. Ice cream was mainly sold by
saleswomen at street corners, from big refrigerated carts on
wheels; the ice cream was scooped into a simple mold between two
round wafers and pushed out; you were expected to lick it
carefully, catching any drops before they fell on your clothes.
There were Annual Fairs on the St. Anna market square with
Shapitos (food stands), merry-go-rounds, shooting stands
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(Schiessbuden), hot sausages etc. The streetcars had tiny cars with
seats along the sides; the first car had two control consoles, one at
each end. At the last stop the operator took off the crank from the
front console and went to the rear one.
A great attraction were the town’s cinemas, though none were
located in a separate building. I remember that once Father took
me to “Kammerlicht” and left me there alone; they showed a film
with Harry Peel on adventures in the jungle. Gradually I became
aware that people were coming and going, the film probably was
repeated but as there was no intermission I did not dare get up and
leave. When I finally did so I met my furious father in the lobby; it
turned out that I had been in the cinema ca. 3 hours. There were
many exciting posters in town advertising films, the ladies were
like “oh, Greta Garbo”, “oh, Marlene Dietrich (Pola Negri, Vivian
Lee—that’s great!) etc., etc.”; Shirley Temple also was popular.
Pictures of popular stars were on sale in the stationery shops, and
girls collected the cards. A point of interest for me was also a small
stationery shop in the Helenenstrasse, where “Abziehbilder”
(decals) were for sale.
An important part of life in Libau was the City Drama Theatre,
where not only plays but also operas and operettas were staged.
The first performance I attended was “The Prince and the Pauper”,
later I had the opportunity to hear Aïda, Carmen, La Traviata, etc.
with a good cast of singers; my favourite operetta was “Silva”
which I could hear repeatedly. That music lasted for me forever.
A pleasant winter diversion was the skating-rink. “In my time”
(as Grandmother—the “Bobe”—used to say) there always were
fine, snowy and really cool winters, the “canal” in front of the
former concrete forts froze over and the ice was used for skating.
There was a small cabin at the entrance that sold tickets and
provided appropriate light music; the rink was illuminated and
had loudspeakers, and in one of the forts you could change clothes
and put on your skates. The music was fascinating, I remember
many tunes even now, and only later did I realize that almost all
those songs were of German and/or Russian origin, the words
having been translated into Latvian. The time spent in all these
activities was very enjoyable.
Our family was not very well-to-do. As far as I remember there
always were debts, and new loans from friends or relatives to pay
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off the old ones. I remember that my parents were rather skeptical
about the Latvian State but also about the USSR, especially after
Father had come back from a couple of business trips and told us
about the show trials (1937–38), about the lack of almost
everything. He visited my two uncles in Leningrad and told us
that their families literally suffered from hunger. And if my
parents were leftists to a certain degree this was from having close
relatives in Russia, from their education in Latvia when it was part
of the Russian Empire. Well, their leftism was limited to listening
to the radio station “Komintern” and by allowing Mr. Freidberg,
the headmaster of the Hebrew school and leader of a leftist group,
to invite friends under the pretense of a card-playing party.
For me my parents saw no prospects in Latvia and spoke about
me possibly going to Brazil to aunt Sara; for this reason they also
did not oppose my joining the “Herzlia” youth organization. Its
premises were in the “Schmale Strasse”, and there we learned to be
Zionists, to fight Arabs, to sing Jew ish songs and dance Jewish
dances etc. We felt sympathy with those youths who formed
communities, earned money and prepared for the Aliyah. At that
time danger was felt coming from Germany, there was something
in the air. But I am sure my parents never expected the tragedy
that was already impending. From Father I received my first
historical know ledge. In the summer we sometimes took walks
along the beach and to the mole, and he talked about WWI,
revanchism, etc. A las, I could not apply this minor know ledge to
what happened later—beginning with 1939.

In Baten, with Father (far left) and Uncle Joseph (far right); ca 1936–38
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I also recall the card games, which were a major entertainment.
The gatherings were sometimes at our place, sometimes at uncle
Joseph’s. It was exciting for me to watch the Kun Ken play, and I
looked from behind at the cards of the players, but “kibitzing” was
strictly forbidden. Card playing had also been practised in a
summer home (“Pension”) run by Mrs. Weinberg in Baten. We
went there every summer for 2–3 weeks, Father came over for
weekends, and there always gathered a group of young adults. For
me at least, this has remained the tastiest food I have encountered
anywhere during my entire life. Sometimes meals were served
outdoors. To summon the people who were walking in the forest a
gong was used.
My German education at that time came from “Knaur’s
Konversationslexikon”, from reading plenty of books in German,
and a device called “Europa Rad”. It consisted of two round pieces
of cardboard, the upper one had “w indow s”( not Microsoft… ) and
could be rotated around a knob. According to which country you
turned the arrow to, there appeared in the windows the names of
the capital, the longest river, the highest mountain, etc. This
enabled me to take part in solving crosswords, for which I received
the nickname “professor”.
I shall now tell a little more about my “German” education. A s
told earlier, at home and with relatives and friends we spoke
German, our small library at home consisted also of books in German.
At some moment Mother took me to a former teacher of hers—Ms.
Isabella Roerich. I guess now that this “Fräulein” was ca. 60 at that
time; I was perhaps 12 but she called me Herr Bahn. To take lessons
from her was a pleasure because she was a gifted pedagogue and
had wide classical knowledge. Classes were complex: German
grammar and dictation, history of German literature, history of art
and of philosophy. She had a lot of interesting books that she gave
me to read; I recall the deep impression I got from Felix Dahn’s
“A Struggle for Rome”. At every lesson we read some play by
Lessing, Schiller or Goethe, so I became familiar with them, from
“Nathan der Weise” to “Faust”. Ms. Roerich did not go to Germany
in 1939, and I met her still after WWII. I am ashamed now and
deeply regret that I did not and could not help her in those hard
postwar times.
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Another source of knowledge were a couple of libraries. In the
City Library books in Latvian were available, and I had been
fascinated by A lexandre Dumas, Jules Verne, S ven Hedin, Myne
Reed, James Fennimore Cooper and many others. Some titles I
recall are “From Newspaper Seller to M illionaire”, “Biographies of
Great Men”, “Three Comrades” by E. M. Remarque, “Birth Year
1902” by Ernst Glaeser, and several youth books by Erich Kästner.
I read the books at home but also during school classes as well as
walking in the streets as there was almost no traffic. I also
borrowed
books from
a private lending library (on
Kurhausprospekt) where books in German were available against
a fee. There I usually took Westerns.
A very special source of knowledge was the 3-volume set
“Mann und Weib”. From that I remember only that I fell in love
with Lola Montez, the second-most beautiful woman on Earth after
Mother.
In the summer 1939 Father worked for his company in Stende,
and there, in the attic of the house we lived in, I reveled in the
almost complete works by Felix Dahn, and was carried away by
his books about the History of the Franks. Likewise remarkable
was a book on the basic principles of chemistry; it opened my eyes
to what I had not understood at school; of course, the book did not
reflect the very latest knowledge.
On 23.09.1939 I had my Bar Mitzvah. But the fall of 1939
brought trouble like a distant thunder—the start of WWII, the
Soviet military campaign against Finland, the establishment of Soviet
military bases in Latvia—and many people began to feel uneasy.
Yet life continued, and drastic changes began only in June
1940 when Latvia was incorporated into the USSR. (This event
cannot be properly understood without considering all the things that
happened prior to 1939/40). I personally w itnessed the agricultural
reform that summer when I visited Father who organized timber
mills in the countryside near Cesvaine. I still expected no
particular harm then.
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My High School
In the fall of 1940 I entered the Liepāja Komercskola (a high
school with a business-oriented curriculum), and there came new
experiences—mostly the comparatively free relations w ith girls (in
contrast to primary school). During breaks the older pupils walked
in the lobby arm in arm with girls, on weekends dances were
arranged, and we youngsters also tried to learn how to behave
with the other sex. Some of the pupils got involved in political
activities; the only permitted youth organisation was the
Komsomol (Young Communists’ League), so I sometimes attended
their meetings.
I have now come to the point where I was caught by the
sudden German attack on the Soviet Union. But that is another
story.
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2. SURVIVAL IN THE USSR
EVACUATION (J UNE 1941–MAY 1942)
In June 1941 my friend Arkady Akerblums and I decided that
we should not be a burden for our parents this summer but should
look instead for some useful job. Our idea was to apply to the town
Komsomol committee and ask the secretary for a summer job. Indeed,
we were offered jobs as assistant guides in a children’s (Young
Pioneer) summer camp in Krote (a small place 40 km east of
Liepaja). My parents did not object very much to this plan,
maybe because Father had other problems and Mother had to take
my sister Gina to a sanatorium in Jurmala so she could recover
after an operation. 1 The tense atmosphere in town was slightly
relieved by the announcement of TASS (the Telegraph Agency of
the USSR) that the rumours about Germany preparing to attack the
USSR are groundless. Arkady and I packed our rucksacks and took
off. He was one or two years older than I; I looked at him with
some admiration for his resoluteness and self-confidence. His later
fate was tragic: he volunteered for the Red Arm y in autumn 1941,
was taken prisoner by the Germans and shot later in Liepaja for
refusing to collaborate with them.
1 F ortunately, they could not return to Liepaja at the end of their stay because by
then the town was already cut off by the German A rmy.
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One or two weeks passed in the camp with various outdoor
activities until on 22 June some teachers arrived from Liepaja, and
the word WAR fell. These people along with some Komsomol
activists had orders to get us away from the dangerous war zone.
From them we learned about the air raids on Liepaja early that
day, and about German paratroopers and commandos though I
now suspect that there were more rumours than facts. I remember
that the Komsomol guys were happy about the outbreak of war
because they thought that this would be the end of Hitler. Not only
they but many others were impressed by N. Shpanov’s book “The
Last Strike” in which the Soviet Air Force defeats the German
forces, causing an uprising of the German “working people”. Alas,
it was to come otherw ise.
Anyhow, we were told to pack and prepare for a march to the
nearest railway station. Meanw hile we saw how mobilization
began in the surrounding countryside.
Our group was led by Alexandra Arne, a teacher who had
headed the rescue team from Liepāja. Thanks to her care, her
pedagogical talent, her resoluteness and responsibility in critical
moments, the long and arduous trek from Krote to Tatarstan was
accomplished without any losses. All of us were cared for, did not
starve, did not get scattered at chaotic, dangerous moments. A fter
arrival in the Tatar village Bolshiye Mengery, Alexandra also led
with great skill the children`s home, aided by a colleague and some
other teachers. After the war she returned to Liepaja where she met
again her husband Fricis Arnis who had been in the underground
during the Nazi occupation. Alexandra continued her teaching
career but as she had been a Social-Democrat in independent
Latvia, she was promoted only when the paranoia about Social
Democrats ended after Stalin`s death.
Alexandra surely saved the Jew ish children from certain death
and probably also a number of the Latvian children. But after the
war some Latvian parents who had fled to the West resented the
evacuation of their children, who remained under Soviet rule and
grew up with different political view s.
It was a light midsummer night when we started, and in a
couple of hours we reached the Ilmaja substation where we
boarded one of the few trains that succeeded in leaving Liepaja.
The next morning we were in the Riga railway terminal (it was
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interesting for its 2-level design). During the stop in Riga we
witnessed a German air raid, the explosions were very near but I
cannot tell what the targets were; maybe the bridges across the
Daugava. After that short stop the train took us to a place— Ritupe—
near the Russian border. (This area, the Abrene district, now
belongs to Russia.)
I still do not know why we did not go farther: either there was
no fear of a deeper German advance or some Russian military
authority did not let us cross the border, perhaps because a
number of us still held Latvian passports.2 There in Ritupe we
lodged in an up-to-date school building but this comfortable life
did not last long. The next day a German plane bombed the
railway station Ritupe, and our leaders decided to move us to
another place, away from that conspicuous solitary building. There
was no food (from where could it have come?) so we spent much
time “shnorring” the nearby farms. Those kind and simple people,
perhaps not expecting the Germans to advance this far, took Soviet
money and sold us bread and potatoes. I was one of the most
successful shnorrers as I knew a little Russian, which was generally
spoken in those parts.
Many times daily we saw armadas of bombers flying NorthEast, and we tried to guess whether they were “ours” or not. Yet,
by the sounds they made anybody could understand that they flew
North-East heavily loaded but returned without load.
Our stay there did not last long; on one of the first days of July
an alert was issued, and our odyssey by land began. It was evident
that German forces were already near, and afterwards we learned
that this was a new breakthrough of Manstein’s tank corps. Very
soon we crossed the Ritupe river and reached the Rezekne
(Rositten)-Ostrov highway. The day was very hot, we suffered
from thirst, the road was crowded with refugees from areas farther
west—a pitiful procession of people with their belongings
(“Siebensachen”) on every kind of man-drawn vehicle; desperate
adults, crying children, dead horses, signs of recent bombing—I
will never forget these scenes. When we came close to the small
town Ostrov we were told that it had been bombed and set on fire
2 Border guards at the Latvian-R ussian border admitted only people with Soviet
passports, w hich only part of the population had obtained when the war broke
out.
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by German aircraft. Thus we had to look for a detour; first we
wanted to regain the Pskov highway heading around Ostrov but
when we got on the rural roads the logical course of the situation
forced us to head more and more to the East.
From the exhausting marches on roads through this rural area I
generally remember two things: the numerous dogfights that
always ended with planes crashing on the ground; we tried to
make out “w ho is w ho” though many of us understood that the
slender and quick planes were German Messerschmitts but the
burning and crashing clumsy ones—Soviet biplane fighters of type
“I”. The second thing was the surprise and disappointment when I
saw the Russian villages; I thought that a kolkhoz (collective farm)
was like something described maybe by T. Campanella—a big,
bright and convenient building where nice and happy people live
and do collective farming. Instead we saw ramshackle, semideteriorated villages with pitiful, poverty-stricken people who
subsisted on the skimpy food supply left to them by the
government. But be it as it may, these same people gladly shared
with us hungry children whatever they had. At some time later we
reached the railway substation Soshikhino where we boarded a
train of cattle cars.
In no time a German bomber appeared and began to drop its
bombs; some of them hit cars crowded w ith refugees, Cries were
heard, there was a panic, people rushed out from all cars and tried
to get into safety by hiding 200–300 m away from the dangerous
railway. After a while our leaders gathered us, and a new march
began—this time without adventures. Sometimes a civil or military
truck carried us for some distance, then returned to take others.
Finally we reached the station Dno (here Tsar N icolas II abdicated
in 1917). Needless to say we were exhausted to the utmost and had
dropped all our belongings. We again boarded a train and went
eastward, finally reaching a station in Tatarstan only about 2
weeks later, as the tracks were crowded w ith military trains bound
for the front. During that involuntary trip we suffered from lack of
everything—food and drink, soap and towels, etc., etc.
Nevertheless it was interesting to read the new, unfamiliar names
of the stations and to guess from them where we were going. The
stations itself inevitably had a “kubovaya” (a small cube-shaped
building with a boiler) where one could get boiled water—
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provided one had some vessel. The building itself carried a sign
“Kipyatok”; there was a joke that foreigners were surprised that
every station was called “Kipyatok”. At some stations we were
also given some meager food so that nobody starved.
I do not remember where we disembarked but after some
marching we reached a Tatar village, “Bolshiye Mengery”, and
were placed in a school building. Gradually other children arrived,
and after some time there were already plenty of us, also children
from the North-West of Russia.
August passed by working—not very hard—in the local
kolkhoz and establishing our existence in these strange
surroundings. From time to time we received some information
about developments at the front, which did not make us happy.
Those who understood what is going on worried very much about
their relatives who lived in the now occupied regions. Strong
evidence for the seriousness of the situation was also that almost
no local adult men were visible, and many of our older colleagues
(17–20 years of age) volunteered to join the RKKA (the Workers’
and Peasants’ Red Army). In retrospect I realize that though our
life was far from comfortable, the Government of Soviet Latvia (in
exile) tried very hard to make things endurable. [I cannot forget
the ridiculous appearance of our boys (me included) who got long
underwear trousers and had to wear our shorts over them.] People
often tried to guess how long the war will last. Once when I had to
work in the kitchen the women there discussed this question. I said
the war will last four years—I had a dim idea that if the Germans
have advanced so far it will be extremely difficult to drive them
back.
In September school began. There were two for us—one
Latvian and the other Russian, for refugee children from Russia.
The teachers also were refugees from Latvia and Russia, among
them some from Moscow and Leningrad—splendid intellectuals. I
decided that the Latvian language will be of little use here but that
Russian will be of considerable benefit. I entered the 6th form in
spite of my very poor Russian at that time. 3 Meanw hile the year
advanced, it got cold, and we spent the time indoors, often lying
under our blankets. I did a lot of reading, especially books lent to
3 At about that time I decided to list my first name as Vladimir rather than Wulf,
the better to blend into my new environment.
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me by my Moscow geography and history teachers to whom I am
grateful until now. But life became very hard, the sanitary
conditions were dreadful, the food was poor and strictly rationed,
a lot of children got diarrhea and typhus and died. Nevertheless,
when the news came about the defeat of the Germans before
Moscow (December 41) we cheered up.
Then a wonderful surprise happened: through a special
information center established by the authorities for locating
scattered family members, my mother found my whereabouts. Our
director received a letter from her asking about me and offering to
take me to her as soon as the Volga waterway became passable.
After a time that seem ed to be endless she actually arrived. The joy
on both sides was indescribable but overshadowed by the
uncertainty abut our relatives in Latvia. Having completed the
required formalities we started on our wearisome journey to the
Gorky District (now Nizhny Novgorod). The children’s home
provided us with some food. We had to march a long way through
a dreary landscape until we reached a big village where we stayed
for the night. Somehow we managed to get to Kazan where we
boarded a Volga steamship. Sailing the Volga upstream was
delightful in spite of the wartime hardships. We disembarked in
the regional town (better to say big village) Rabotki where we
found a horse-drawn carriage that took us to the village Shava.
Mother and sister lodged in a characteristic Russian “izba” that
belonged to a kind, middle-aged woman Antonida whose husband
was in the army.

SHAVA (MAY 1942–NOVEMBER 1943)
The summer 1942 passed by working in the kolkhoz, where
Mother also worked as accountant. I joined a pupils’ team that
worked in the fields weeding the beet and potato fields; we also
helped to harvest hay and crops.
There also were other children from Latvia, who happened to
be in the Artek camp in the Crimea at the outbreak of the War.
They had been brought to Shava where they were placed in a
former manor building under the care of 2 teachers from Latvia,
one of them a young woman, Ljuba Eidus. Through the efforts of
the Latvian authorities a children’s home was established for the
children. For the Artek camp in the Crimea the most gifted children
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had been selected from all over the USSR, and meeting those from
Latvia was rather interesting. I socialized w ith boys and girls of my
age, we had common entertainment, sometime including dancing.
With the beginning of fall I returned to school, and in one
winter graduated from the 7th and 8th forms. I understood that the
teaching of all subjects was rather poor, and in foreign language
classes I even dared to correct our teacher of German. Fortunately
there were neither NKVD informants nor NKVD staff to
interrogate me how I came to know German.
I must say that life in S hava (in the kolkhoz “Pamyat Parizhskoy
Komm uny” (In Memory of the Paris Commune) was not w ithout
problems, sometimes big ones, as there were practically no
supplies from outside. But there also was no hunger (maybe only
the women were hungry for their husbands). The accounting unit
for the work done was the so-called “Workday” (“Trudodenj”).
Depending on certain factors the kolkhoz members received pay in
foodstuffs, differing in quantity and kind, though the main
product was grain. I usually took a sack with wheat or rye and
carried it on my back to the mill, a good distance away. The flour
was used to bake bread, but could also be bartered for m ilk or
something else. Of course, meat and sugar were scarce. The only
heating/cooking facility was the so-called “Russian oven”. You
had to put some firewood at the bottom of the hearth, let it burn
down to glowing embers, and then put your pots in and wait for
the food to be cooked. The pots were cast iron, of different sizes,
and had to be handled by a pole w ith something like horns at one
end (the “ukhwat”), one could fight a bear with it. You may
wonder how the refined lady from prewar Libau, classified as
“intelligent” by the villagers, coped with the rustic housewife
duties. The same oven provided warmth, it was especially nice
when you could craw l on top of the oven and lie there. Hence the
Russian saying “To lie on the oven” as synonym for laziness.
This lying on the oven to a certain extent widened my knowledge in a
very special field. Somewhere I had found books by Engels and Stalin:
“Anti-Dühring”, “The Dialectic of Nature”, “The Basis of Leninism”. I
read and re-read them until I thought that I understood them. Especially
the books by Engels were persuasive and forever strengthened my
rejection of any religious teachings.
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All this meant other duties for me: to carry water in buckets
from the well and firewood from the forest. Carrying water by a
shoulder-yoke required special skill—you had to carefully balance
the two buckets so as not to spill the water. As to firewood I had to
look for dead birch trees in the wood about 1 km away. I cut them
off with my ax, made a bundle and carried it home. For winter we
bought logs; Mother and I sawed them and I chopped the blocks to
appropriate size.
Summer 1943 brought nothing extraordinary. We followed the
developments at the front and were glad that it had begun to move
westward. Despite this progress everybody understood that the
fighting will still be long and hard. In July, during the first days of
the German offensive “Zitadelle”, we could hear bomb explosions
in Gorky; people said that the Germans were bombing the Gorky
“Avtozavod” (car factory). Early in 1943 boys born in 1925 were
drafted. A little later we, born in 1926, were put on the waiting list
for being drafted in autumn.
After school I resumed work in the pupils’ team in the fields
but soon an interesting change happened. An important road had
to be built not far from our village, and hands from the local
population were needed. Road construction and maintenance were
under the NKVD, which had a special department for this purpose
(the “Gushosdor”). Needless to say, the main manpower were
convicts (“zeks”) from the Gulag, but also many people from the
nearby villages were ordered to do forced labour; there also were
peasants (kolkhozniks) with horses and wagons commandeered in
the villages. Naturally we children had no idea of the actual
number of such zeks all over the country.
Among the convicts there were outstanding engineers who
organized and supervised the work. I do not know how Mother
got acquainted w ith one of them, a man with the French-sounding
name Kuoten. I was enlisted to work at one section (the whole
length of the road was divided in sections). My task was to keep
lists w ith daily entries show ing who of the free people from the
village were at work, and to go on small errands. As soon as a
small subsection of the road was ready, the construction was
moved further. First two teams of zeks erected fences of barbed
wire and wooden towers for machine gunners on each side of the
future road; thereafter the w hole body of the zeks was moved
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ahead into the new “zone”. Their work consisted mainly of loading
material for the road into wheelbarrow s, carrying them to the
embankment and unloading, compacting, etc. An exhausting
labour from early to late under the supervision of armed guards.
(There were rumors that the guards had their pleasure in the forest
with the young village women).
Contacting the zeks was strictly forbidden. At noon a thin soup
(“balanda”) was brought from their camp in a horse-drawn barrel. I
myself would never have guessed what their crime was but
somebody told me that they “sit” (“sidyat”) for having violated the
notorious paragraph 58 of the Criminal Code (“58-aya statja”).
[The text of this article in Russian and English is at
http://www.cyberussr.com/rus/uk58-e.html]
At some time before school reopened I quit work and applied
for admission to a high school in another village (Kadnitzy) 3 km
away. There I started classes as a 9th form pupil. Every day in any
kind of weather I walked the 3 km each way. At the beginning of
November 1943 an order was issued for all boys of barely
seventeen to appear at the relevant district authority
(“Rayvoyenkomat”) on 16th November, bringing a change of
underwear, a spoon, and some other items I have forgotten. By the
way, until the end of the war a spoon was the soldier’s most
important equipment, after the rifle, naturally. The kolkhoz
provided a horse-drawn sledge, and early in the morning we
started on our 25 km long trip. The further proceedings I
remember only dimly—a distribution centre for the military in Gorky,
a train, and finally arrival at the substation Fedulovo near Kovrov.
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3. IN THE RED ARMY
KOVROV -FEDULOVO (NOVEMBER 1943–~M AY
1944)
The 1st Cavalry Regiment of the Reserve, Moscow M ilitary
District (MVO), was located in a wood near the railway station
Fedulovo not far from Kovrov, an important centre for weapons
manufacturing, and we heard test firing round the clock. We were
quartered in ramshackle barracks, which in my present
understanding were similar to those of the GULAG, as were many
manners. The plank beds were in three levels, and the men
quarreled for the better places. The barrack had no electricity, it
was lit by kerosene lamps, and the men on duty had a real torture
refilling the lamps, cleaning their glass chimneys, etc. Cleaning the
wooden floor also was a Herculean task, which I learned only
there. Needless to say, all the toilet facilities were outdoors, and I
always nearly agonized when I had to use them, not having the
slightest privacy.
Having claimed in questionnaires that I had 9 years of
education (my first lie) I was assigned to the squadron for training
corporals (two narrow stripes across the shoulder strap). The
squadron had four platoons, and those recruits having the most
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years of education (among them me) were assigned to the platoon
for chemical defense. I was almost the only one who could
properly pronounce “diphenylchloroarsine” and other names of
chemical warfare agents from WWI. My “9-year education” also
played a trick because as one of the “most highly educated” I was
appointed the platoon commander’s horse groom. This meant that
I had not only my own horse to care for but also Lt. Levadny’s.
This task exceeded my poor horseman skills because this was the
first time I had to deal w ith a real horse. So, to my relief and
shame, I was soon dismissed.
The daily routine was so full that we had almost no time for
ourselves, and when late in the evening there was a half-hour rest
we were forbidden to lie down. The difficulty in the cavalry was
that you had to care not only for yourself, keeping yourself in
order, but also for your horse. That required cleaning it 2 or 3 times
daily, feeding, watering, and taking it around for a walk—not
always on horseback, and usually in deepest snow. We cavalrymen
were poorly catered—our daily ration was 650 g of bad bread (200
at breakfast, 450 at lunch), for breakfast porridge with a spoonful
of vegetable oil, at lunch soup and porridge again, for supper tea
with a small bonbon that we called “podushka” (“small pillow”)
and bread if we had saved any from lunch. A small help was the 50
g package of makhorka (a malodorous kind of tobacco consisting
of stalks and stems), which I bartered for bread. There were people
who would forgo bread for tobacco.
We always were hungry, and getting assigned to the 24 h shift
in the kitchen was a blessing, though you fell from fatigue after
such service. When unloading railway cars w ith horse feed we
chewed the sunflower cakes. The most important personal
possession was a spoon, often carried in a pocket or between leg
and leg wrapping (puttee). Losing your spoon was a real disaster.
The clothing was no better. Ridiculous, but we cavalrymen had to
wear lace-boots w ith leg-wrappings instead of jackboots. Socks
were not provided to the Army, instead foot-wraps were used
similar to those worn by (Russian) peasants. The military overcoats
(“shinel”) were short (obviously the lowermost part had been cut
off) and many showed brown stains originating from blood…
By the way—about smoking. My father was a smoker, and.
naturally there always were cigarettes at home. Once, unable to
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resist the temptation, I lit a cigarette but found no pleasure in
smoking, so I never smoked except for a short time after the war.
In the army I tried in the beginning to smoke makhorka but it was
too much of a chore for me. You had to carry small bits of paper
cut from newspapers, sprinkle the tobacco onto it, roll it up and
seal it with some liquid—I was too lazy or clumsy to perform all
these manipulations. So I stayed away from smoking even while in
the first lines of the front.
All these hardships explain why all the men wanted to be sent
to the front as soon as possible. But the w inter 1943/44 was not the
summer 1942 when men were sent into combat after 2–3 days of
training, sometimes less.
I must comment briefly on the Soviet cavalry. On one hand it was a
“cherished child” of the “People’s Marshals” such as Voroshilov,
Budyonny and some others who had gained their combat experience
during the Civil War but were complete failures during WWII. On the
other hand, there were many cavalry units (15 cavalry corps) by the end
of the war, which were of considerable value when deployed en masse in
open areas. At least until the Battle of Moscow (autum n/winter 1941/42)
the German forces had cavalry units, too.
As mentioned, cavalry veterans assigned to the reserve units from
hospitals, distribution centres, etc. were retrained for a short time,
inspected and sent again to the front. So were horses, only there
were no “veterans” among them. Horses in the active units either
served or got killed. A gain and again new contingents of horses were
mobilised, trained, checked for health, and sent off, very soon to
be replaced by others. My beloved mare “Busya” was also sent away,
and she never wrote me about what happened to her later. Instead
we got a shipment of Mongolian horses—small, short-legged,
savage and stubborn. That was a real plague until they became
used to a saddle. Soon news came for me, but before turning to a
new page I shall mention some events that astonished me and stuck
in my memory.
Without comment I will list only some of them:
- Dissolution of the Comintern;
- Renaming the People’s Commissariats to Ministries;
- Introducing shoulder straps in the army and navy, and
officer ranks;
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-

Renaming the RKKA to the Soviet Armed Forces, and
commanders to sergeants, officers, etc.;
The Teheran Conference;
The first accounts of the Soviet Extraordinary
Commissions on the atrocities of the German invaders.

G OROKHOVETZ M ILITARY CAMP (~MAY –J ULY
1944)
Somewhere in the depths of the Soviet Headquarters the
decision was made to form a second Latvian Rifle Division, w hich
got the number 308. The first one had been created in autumn 1941
under the number 201 but after the Battle of Moscow in the winter
1941/42 it was transformed into the 43rd Latvian Guard Rifle
Division (Gvardiya = Guard was a designation of elite units). Both
divisions now constituted the 130th Latvian Rifle corps; but
although one division was already in action the second still had to
be orga nized. This process went on in the notorious Gorokhovetz
Military Camp in the Moscow Military District; (a camp know n
throughout the Red Arm y for its Spartan living conditions and
strenuous training). One of the units that had its base there was the
reserve regiment of the 43rd Division, and this regiment had to be
transformed into the new 308th Division. Conditions of life were
incomparably better in all respects than in the cavalry, partly
because it was summer, but also due to the care of the LSSR
government in exile.
We also received supplies from overseas—canned meat,
overcoats, footwear. Sometimes the soles of the boots came loose
the next day, we mockingly called all these supplies “The Second
Front”. 4 But in early June the news of the S econd Front in
Normandy arrived, and together with the successful advance of
Soviet troops in Byelorussia and in the Northwest of Russia made
us hope that the liberation of Latvia, the final defeat of Germany
and the end of the war are near (we knew nothing about the
4 Since 1941, the U S SR had urgently pleaded with its Western allies to open a
Secon d Front in Western Europe, to divert German forces from the Eastern F ront.
But owing to the Ja panese juggernaut in the Pacific and the devastating U-B oat
attacks on A tlantic shipping in 1942, A llied operations against Germany were late
in coming and at first only modest in scale, in part due to the reluctance of Britain to
risk an invasion across the English Channel. Thus the sarcasm of the Soviet soldiers—
”Second F ront” is understandable.
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agreements to make war against Japan). Soon more essential help
from America came, especially trucks. But a great part of the
artillery still was horse-drawn, and the transportation units also
had to get by with horses. As I was supposed to be an expert for
horses I was assigned to such a transportation unit which still was
in the process of formation. One fine (or not so fine) day a young
officer came to our unit and asked who wants to go to the
submachine gun company of the 355th Regiment where he was a
platoon commander. He asked why we, young soldiers, should
stay in the rear involved in all the mess with horses. Against my
principle never to volunteer for anything (nobody knew what was
better—to accept an offer or to stay where you were), I volunteered
this time.
Hard training went on, and when one day we received food
from field kitchens we knew that the moment is near to go to the
front. Meanwhile we heard that the other division of our corps is
approaching the border of Latvia. One fine day at the end of July
we boarded a military train at the station Ylyino and started
westward.

IN ACTION (AUGUST 1944–MAY 1945)
In order to avoid the temptation to describe heroic deeds I
must say at the very beginning that I was involved in only two
battles, and I saw live German soldiers only from a distance.
The way westward was not very interesting except that it led
through the northern suburbs of Moscow, and many of us saw this
fairytale and mysterious capital of the USSR for the first time, if
only from afar, particularly the buildings of the “All-Union
Agricultural Exhibition”.
As our train advanced on its way to the front the men became
more and more excited. On one hand, we had to be concerned
about German air raids, which were dangerous for trains. But they
never occurred; in the summer 1944 the strength of the German
Luftwaffe was considerably decreased; nevertheless we had
antiaircraft guns posted on open cars of our train. On the other
hand, at one point live ammunition was distributed, and we got
the order to use it so as to become accustomed to our weapons.
Our submachine gun company was provided w ith guns of type
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PPSh (ППШ), which required real skill to load cartridges into the
sophisticated magazine.
But I must stress the painful impression of the devastated
landscape beginning approximately 50 km from Moscow and
extending to the administrative border of Latvia. It included the
area we had to cross on foot—towns in ruins, burned-down
villages where only oven chimneys still stood, railway tracks with
every tie broken in two.5 And almost total depopulation.
Considering that almost the same “scorched earth” devastation
was seen everywhere, beginning with the Caucasus and Volga,
that the Soviet soldiers had been in action 3 years already (without
furloughs), that many of them had lost their families by the
enemy’s atrocities, one could hardly expect the Soviet soldiers to
act like King Arthur’s knights. Nonetheless, I think it is not fair to
wreak one’s anger on defenseless civilians. A las, “vae victis”. I
have seen published excerpts from letters of prescient German
soldiers who wrote words like “God save us from what will
happen when Ivan comes into our country”. They knew what their
side had done and that the retribution will be horrible. But OK,
enough of this.
One evening our train stopped at the town of Nevel, we
disembarked and hurried away from the station. A hard time was
ahead of us when we had to make forced marches westward in
order to catch up w ith and join the 43rd division, which was
fighting its way forward. There was no system—sometimes we
marched all day, and rested at night in some forest; sometimes we
marched all night (hiding from possible air attacks) and coming to
the place of rest we promptly fell asleep, unable to fetch food from
the field kitchen, w hich, by the way, always came too late. This
was the only cause of hunger because the food supply was
sufficient.
Our rest was often interrupted by sentry duty to protect the
sleeping troops from surprise attacks. Another hardship was
carrying a heavy pack of our belongings—gun and ammunition,
overcoat and a tent cloth (“Zeltbahn”), a gas mask and a kettle (to
say nothing of the spoon…), the emergency rations, the few
personal belongings, a small spade, etc. To carry all this along a
5 For that the Germans used a locomotive pulling a special cutting device behind
it.
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dusty road on a hot August day, not knowing where you are being
led and when and where a rest will be allow ed—all this was
anything but a pleasure. No wonder that being exhausted by such
exertions, with sore legs etc., we wanted to be engaged in fighting
as soon as possible. A more than pleasant moment came when we
were told that the narrow stream we are crossing right now is the
border of Latvia. Everybody was enthusiastic, and there began
such a shooting that the commanders had to stop us so that we do
not run short of ammunition.
The landscape in the East of Latvia drastically differed from
what we had seen in Russia—almost no devastation; it was
obvious that the enemy did not want to destroy this land. But w hat
stuck most in my memory was the booklet “The Year of Horror”
which I found once at a place where enemy troops had recently
camped. The nicely edited booklet was full of hatred against the
“Jewish Commissars” and Jews generally who “had brought all
kinds of disaster” to Latvia, and it obviously served to raise the
fighting spirit of the Latvian-German units.
The closer to the battle area we came, the louder the cannon
fire, and the faster we had to march to reach the designated assault
position. We privates had no judgment about what went on 50 m
to the right/left of our place but I gained the impression that the
disorder and confusion were no less than that described in L.
Renn’s “Der Krieg”, which stood on the bookshelf in my parents
home. Finally, after digging trenches for ourselves here, changing
this place for another one and digging there, we received the order
to attack the enemy next morning. That evening additional
ammunition was supplied, the commanders checked our alertness,
after which we were allowed to have a short rest. It was a strange
feeling to know that now there is nobody anymore between us and
the enemy.

Liberating Latvia (August 1944–May 1945)
In the morning of the 7th or 8th August we dashed forward. I felt
a certain anxiety when I had to leave the trench but the men to my
right and left did, and so did I. I do not want to exaggerate the
danger of the situation because, as mentioned earlier, our
Company had to be w ith the Staff of the Regiment, to protect and
defend if needed the regimental colours and other valuables, as
well as the Regiment Commander and his staff. Thus our usual
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disposition was approx. 1 to 1.5 km behind the vanguard, but
sometimes the situation required us to be farther forward. A nd
though it was already 1944 the resistance of the enemy was strong,
and he had enough heavy weapons and planes to take us under
fire.
On that day our Regiment advanced at different speed,
sometimes stopping, sometimes changing direction, and advancing
again. It was nearly evening when during such a stop I stood up
and after a few steps felt a stunning blow against my left leg. At
first the pain was not strong, and there was very little blood; more
strange was the feeling that somebody had aimed at me, and that
this somebody may kill me with the next shot. But nothing such
happened, a comrade informed the platoon commander, and I was
told to lie and wait for medics to come and take me to the
Division’s field hospital. I spent the next weeks in different
hospitals for lightly wounded, the last of them in the small tow n
Preili in Eastern Latvia.
As soon as I was deemed to have recovered I had to catch the
Reserve Regiment of the 2nd Baltic Front, then the Reserve
Regiment of the 22nd Army and finally our 130th Corps, already in
Riga . There I was directed to my 355th Regiment, and when I
reported that I had been trained at a unit for defence against
chemical warfare, I was assigned to the Chemical Defence platoon.
Though the A llied countries had declared that if Germany started
using chemical weapons, the German homeland would be struck
by massive retaliation, there existed the possibility that once
backed into a corner, Germany will use chemical agents. But the
task of our platoon was merely to transport a supply of gas-masks
in the rear of the Regiment.
Meanw hile the German forces had been driven out of Riga (13.
10. 1944), and as the Red Arm y had reached the Baltic coast in
Lithuania, the German Army Group North was trapped in the socalled “Courland Pocket” in the Western Latvian province
Kurzeme (Courland). This Group (the 16. and 18. armies,
comprising 28 divisions) had no land connection with the German
mainland anymore. The situation then and there was strange: the
Soviets did not have enough forces to crush Army Group North
because such forces were needed at more important fronts; but the
Soviets wanted to tie up the enemy forces, not allowing significant
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numbers to escape by sea to Germany; similarly, the Germans tried
to tie up Soviet forces in Kurzeme, preventing them from moving
in the Warsaw-Berlin direction.
The Soviet forces were 3 relatively weak Baltic Fronts and the
Leningrad Front, all concentrated in Latvia. But in January 1945
they were all unified into the Leningrad Front. This background is
needed to understand the way of fighting, and why the Soviet
Armed Forces fought Arm y Group North until the very end of
WWII in Europe. The attacking forces had almost no tank and
aircraft support, the enemy had superiority in strength, and this
strength increased gradually as the length of the front line
decreased. The landscape also was favourable for defense, so that
Soviet attacks had little success and caused big losses in manpower
and material. Taking part in such attacks was dangerous and
disappointing but by 08. 05. 45 an advance of some tens of
kilometers had been achieved; Liepāja had come within artillery
range several months earlier. Our 130th Latvian rifle corps was
given the task to attack the enemy at the village Dzhukste in
January but after heavy fighting there was only a minor advance.
Then and there my chemical “career” ended, and together with
some other men I was attached to the Reserve Regiment of the
Leningrad Front to serve as interpreter (R ussian-Latvian) because
many of the draftees from Latvia had insufficient know ledge of
one or the other language, which prevented efficient training.
The Regiment was stationed in Jelga va—not a big town but
with a significant history, having been the capital (under the name
of Mitau) of the Courland Duchy in the XVIII century. It had
magnificent buildings created by famous Italian architects, and
after the French revolution of 1789 many French aristocrats settled
there in exile.
Now the town was almost entirely destroyed because the front
had passed through it several times in July 1944. But as it
happened, soldiers’ barracks had remained untouched and could
house the Regiment. From that time I clearly remember that on one
nice day we were loaded on trucks and sent to a front sector w here
an offensive was planned. We were led to a trench, where we
learned that in front of us is only no-man’s land. We had to take
turns standing guard, alternating with short rests in a nearby
dugout. At night we fired in the direction of the enemy, also with
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light rockets, though nobody knew where the enemy’s positions
were. One day the order came to prepare for attack the next
morning. At night a small group of sappers appeared, and craw led
ahead in order to remove mines. In the morning some small guns
on our side opened fire for a short time, then we had to come out
of the trench and launch the attack. The path the sappers had
cleared was narrow, so we had to advance single-file. Soon enemy
fire began and pressed us into the snow. The first casualties occurred,
among them our platoon commander. Obviously there was no
decisive task requiring us to continue, so we remained in the snow
until the order for retreat came when it got dark enough. The next
two or three days I had to recover from shell-shock caused by
a close-by explosion of a grenade during that attack. I think this
was the first time I made use of the daily ration of vodka. And the
last time, too. Soon afterwards we returned to Jelgava where the
former routine continued.

Women in the Red Army.
Because of the terrible losses the Red Army suffered, particularly in
1941–43, women replaced men to a considerable extent. Greater or lesser
numbers of women fought in all types of units (e.g., there was a Women’s
Regiment in the Air Force) but in some functions they were irreplaceable—
as operators of com m unication (signal) devices, typists, medical staff, to
say nothing about services in the rear of the battle zone— in hospitals,
bread factories, depots, laundry facilities and so on. One might say that
in some sense women also helped those men who could come in touch
with them to solve their problems, if only for a short time. It cannot be
denied that a num ber of problems arose from this infidelity to wives in the
hinterland, “illegal” cohabitation, pregnancies and decline of morals, but
also examples of high romance.
Fortunately, I was not affected by all this though there were
ample opportunities in the Reserve Regiment.
In the early spring we were moved to the front near Liepaja,
and then aga in to the vicinity of Auce. Meantime messages of the
Soviet News Agency (Sovinformbureau) became more and more
optimistic; the fighting had reached the outskirts of Berlin, and
Soviet and Allied vanguards already had met on the Elbe river. It
was obvious that the war will be over in the next few weeks if not
days. Finally the news about the capitulation arrived, there was
general enthusiasm, firing from all kinds of weapons; it was
incredible to feel that the fighting is over, that the murder has
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stopped, and you are still alive, and not dreaming. We wrote 9
May 1945.

4. AFTER THE WAR (SINCE MAY 1945)
To tell the truth—all these new sensations were accompanied
by uneasy thoughts: what is now ahead for everybody and for me;
what about my father and all the other relatives in the not so
distant Liepaja (there was no such thing in the Soviet Army as
furlough at that time), and when will it be possible to go to
Liepaja? I confess that I had no thoughts about the future of the
country, of the regime, etc. After that victory there was only some
dim hope that the future will be bright.
Very soon I was sent to my Regiment near Riga but was
“intercepted” by the authorities in Riga and sent to a distribution
centre in the “Barracks of the Cross”. There units were formed and
sent (June/July?) to the area north-east of Riga to search for the
former enemies who had gone into hiding in the woods after the
defeat. They were something like guerillas—former men of the
Latvian Waffen SS who had not surrendered, deserters from both
armies, civilians who were afraid of punishment for collaboration
with the Nazis. I do not believe that many of them were motivated
by the idea of fighting for an independent Latvia though some
clung to the hope that the Western democracies will come and
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throw the Soviets back. I do not know what the results of our
operations were, soon we were withdrawn, and I was sent to the
Pioneer battalion of the 130th Latvian Rifle Corps, which was
stationed in Bukulti near Riga. Training began again; I was in a
platoon where future sergeants were being trained, and unlike
most others I had no previous knowledge of military engineering. I
recall that in the summer of 1940, when my father and I were at a
farm in the countryside near Madona, the farmer’s son had just
returned from his service in a pioneer unit of the Latvian Army.
and told me what big hardships he had to endure there. Thus I
decided never to serve w ith the pioneers. And now I was in that
mess.

With P ione e r B attalion of 130 th Latvian Rifle Corps.
Rig a, 18. 7. 1945.

I remember that we had to build a wooden bridge across a
narrow river—without any equipment, using only saws, axes and
a primitive, manual pile-driving device. I remember the deputy
commander in politics, captain Sapir, and the counterintelligence
officer who later proved to have made himself officer by fraud. By
Sapir’s efforts we had a small musical band that sometimes played
in the club-houses of the numerous textile factories of the Yugla
(Jugla) region of Riga, and I used to go with them. At one dance I
made the acquaintance of Alexandra, a young lieutenant of the
military mail service (military censorship). I felt rather attracted to
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her, and it seemed that she returned my feelings. We went to
dances, I visited her sometimes in the place where she lived w ith
her colleagues, once or twice I took her to the opera. She was nice
and amiable, making one wonder what a masterpiece God had
made out of one rib of a nasty male. But we never went beyond
kissing, later with others too, until I married. After I left for
Leningrad in March 1946 we never met again. Let it be told that I
was not a passionate dancer but as this was almost the only kind of
entertainment, almost all my later friendships were made on dance
floors.
But most surprising were two other events. One day when I
had leave I decided to have a look at the house where—as I
remembered—Mother’s cousin Aunt Tekla lived with her Polish
husband, Uncle Stanislaw , and their daughter Anya (Anna). They
had moved from Liepaja to Riga 1 or 2 years before 1941. The
house in the Maskavas iela (Moscow St.) still stood. I rang the bell
and Aunt Tekla opened. Uncle had managed to save her, and A nya
was not endangered at all but she was gone, having married a
German w ith the name Heerwagen who was in Hamburg at that
time. Afterwards she divorced him, married a Swiss named
Guggisberg and lived with him and their son in Geneva. The son
married an Italian girl. Guggisberg was a scholar and occasionally
went w ith his family to Bolivia for lecturing. In South A merica
they met my aunt Sara (from my maternal side) with her husband
in Rio (we received some letters and pictures from both Sara and
Anya). After aunt Sara died Anya disappeared. Attempts to find
her through her Geneva address failed.
A small miracle happened in a Riga streetcar where I met quite
by chance Aunt Anya who had come from Liepaja on some
business. The surprise was great as was the pleasure; but great was
also the sorrow for the fate of my relatives—now I learned with
certainty that all had been murdered. I felt some satisfaction
attending the trial of German SS- and Police General Jeckeln6 and
others, though I did not go to their execution. As far as I recall
6 Jeckeln was an exceedingly cruel man, who planned and organized the murder
of 36 000 Jew s in the B abi Yar ravine near Kiev in September and the R umbula
murders near R iga of some 27 000 Jew s in November-December 1941. His killing
method, proudly called „sardine packing“ required naked Jews to lie down in the pit in
orderly rows of 12 on top of the previous row. Only a single bullet was granted each Jew
whether it killed him or not, although the executioners easily could have fired a mercy
shot from their submachine guns.
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there was no emphasis during the trial that the vast majority of
Jeckeln’s victims were Jews.
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5. OFFICERS’ SCHOOL IN LENINGRAD
(1946–1949)
Some time in February 1946 I was asked whether I want to go
to an officers school of the Engineers’ Corps of the Soviet Arm y in
Leningrad, and I consented. My motivation was:
§ Nobody knew how much longer the people born in
1926 will have to serve;
§ Many of Mother’s relatives lived there at that time;
§ To live 3 years in Leningrad surely was a temptation
then.
A comrade made a plywood suitcase for me, and in March I
arrived in Leningrad and found the school in the so called
Michail’s (alias Engineers’) Castle. It was built by Tsar Paul I in the
last years of the 18th century. He wanted to be safe, and so the
building was (and is) very much like a fortress. The sad irony was
that just there he was murdered by plotters—friends of his son, the
next Tsar A lexander I. As life in the castle was not yet stable in
1946 we often had to move from one room to another, and so we
spent some nights in Paul’s bedroom, which had the ceiling
covered with star-studded blue fabric; you felt as if you were in the
open. It turned out that our company would consist of three
platoons—one from the Latvian Rifle Corps, one from the
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Estonian, and one from the Lithuanian Rifle Division. Gradually
the company was reduced to a platoon, and when we graduated in
1949 there were only two Lithuanians left and myself from Latvia.

Military Engineering Scchool („Engineers’Castle“), ca. 1911
The training in the military school was rather hard, especially
during winter and summer terms in the camp that was located on
the Karelian Isthmus. The concept was “hard in training makes
easy in battle” (A. Suvorov). Significantly, our course was the first
one where driving was taught instead of horse-riding. We were
trained w ith a shackled GAZ AA truck, and I remember that my
whole body trembled when I had to shift gears. In Leningrad there
were only theoretical classes, and I had no difficulties, unlike many
cadets who had only 6–7 years of education or even less.
The general feeling at that time was a rather romantic one
about our military (and not only) comradeship with the Allied
Nations. Prime Minister Churchill’s “Iron Curtain” speech in
Fulton had not yet come to our attention. When marching it was a
rule to sing, and when we marched from our “Castle” to the
classroom building we often sang “It’s a Long Way to Tipperary”
and others. Only gradually did the attitude change to hostility
toward the West.
By the way, when our “Latvian” platoon marched alone we
often roared Latvian (Army?) songs that I would not dare to sing
before an audience knowing the language. When I began studying
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(1946) there also was a platoon or company of cadets from
Yugoslavia, apparently getting prepared for the Yugoslav Army.
One day in 1947 they suddenly disappeared, some days later the
announcement was made about “the grave mistakes of the
Yugoslavian leaders” etc., etc.
Living conditions at the Military School were incomparably
better than anywhere earlier. For the first time I had a “ civilized”
bed with all the proper linens, the whole atmosphere in the Castle
was excellent, in the dining room tables were set for 4 cadets, the
food was super and it was served by young and pretty waitresses.
A hardship that I remember was the polishing of the parquet floor;
we had to put on a felt shoe on one boot and do the polishing by
shifting the leg to and fro. The training for the parades that took
place twice a year on the Palace Square also was rather hard.
Gradually we were allowed more often to go to town on
weekends, but if we were only one minute late returning, we were
sure to be punished by losing furlough for up to one month. I fully
used the weekends to visit my numerous relatives, all of them
from my maternal side. Remembering these visits now I realize
how thoughtless I was w ith regard to the shortages that they all
suffered during those early postwar years. In retrospect it also
seems that they still feared resumption of the Great Terror of 1937–
38; and they probably were right because “cleansing” continued,
people disappeared overnight, highly publicized trials of the
highest functionaries took place. My relatives and other Jew s
especially were afraid—not like m e— because of the persecution of
the “cosmopolites” (a code word for Jews) that was launched by
Stalin and Zhdanov.
I must mention Aunt Julia (Uncle Herman’s widow) w ho
worked at the Foreign Languages Library and provided me with
books in English. I read almost all books by Walter Scott though I
understood them only partly. But that was part of my method of
learning a language: you read and read until you begin to
remember the most frequent words and phrases, then you look up
their meaning in a dictionary, which then remains with you
forever (but not when you are 80). I practiced this method in
Russian, in English and later in French. By the way, in the military
school you could chose German or English as a foreign language; I
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chose English, of course. At the Academy (1958–63) I chose French
from among three languages.
The teaching of military subjects was on a good level whereas
the political subjects seemed to be very bizarre. But the high point
was the subject “History of Military Art” where the events of 1941–
1942 were presented as the “ingenious plan of comrade Stalin, the
greatest military leader in history (Größter Feldherr aller Zeiten
und Völker). This plan allegedly was to lure the German Army
into the endless expanses of Russia and there to destroy it. We
were rather skeptical about this “theory” but nobody dared to
voice any doubts.
Once in town I noticed an advertisement for a cycle of lectures
on the history of philosophy. I received permission to attend it, the
lectures were once a week, not far from our Castle. The lecturer
was a certain Prof. Markuse (but surely not Herbert, maybe a
relative). I remember that I took great interest in the subject.
During that period in Leningrad I—and not only I—had the
opportunity to become acquainted with many of the treasures of
the Leningrad museums, and with drama and opera performances
at the Leningrad theatres. From that time on I also began to attend
symphony concerts with outstanding conductors at the Leningrad
Philharmonic Hall. Sometimes I also went with a comrade to a
dance but less and less because I considered that graduating from
high school will be a better investment of my time.
During my last term (1948/49) I received permission to attend
the Leningrad High School for Home Study (in the SU”Intermediate School”) and graduated in the spring of 1949—some
months before graduating from the military school. I was not
mistaken, because completed “mid-level” education gave me many
preferences later on. Sometimes I had a girlfriend (all my comrades
did) but I never had much time for them, and none of us ever
wanted intimacy—until I met one during the final exams in the
RSS (Home Study School). She sat at the desk behind me and
helped me out of a difficulty w ith a math problem. After the happy
end I walked her to her home, we went through the w hole tow n,
and it was not long before we fell in love. But after a short time I
had to leave for the last term in summer camp; she visited me there
once, but we met again and married only in 1951. That was
Gertruda Dzhurinskaya, Anna’s mother.
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6. OFFICER IN THE SOVIET ARMED
FORCES (1949–1968)
BALTIC M ILITARY D ISTRICT (1949–1953)
And so I graduated from the A.A. Zhdanov M ilitary
Engineering School in Leningrad w ith the rank of Lieutenant in
September 1949. But before proceeding further I offer some more
recollections of Leningrad. It is easy to understand that in the
Engineering Castle there were only the most basic sanitary
facilities, good only for everyday washing of hands and face. Thus,
once every 7–10 days we were marched through town to one or
another nearby bath house, each named after the respective street
where they were located. Such a “banya” was a multistory
building with richly decorated interior “á la (pre-1914) Russian
merchant”, comfortable cloakrooms and w ide bathrooms on every
floor—naturally, separate for men and women. Now, the strange
and confusing thing was that because of lack of men the service
staff were only women. And though they were elderly, it still was
embarrassing to undress and bathe with these women around.
Later on I somehow got used to such a situation, which luckily did
not last for a long time.
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chose English, of course. At the Academy (1958–63) I chose French
movies in the cinemas. So I saw “Tarzan” and “The India
Sepulchre” and many others that as too young a boy I had not been
allowed to see in Liepaja before the war; there were still more
movies taken from Germany as war booty as w ell as British and
American films either bought or received as gifts.
After passing our graduation exams we had to wait for the
order of the Defense Minister awarding us our new officer ranks;
this was a rather idle time that everybody could use as he saw fit.
During this period Gertrude and I somehow never met but not for
any definite reason. At that same time each graduate received an
assignment to his new place of service. Because I had graduated
with honours I could chose the M ilitary District, and I choose the
Baltic MD (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and the Kaliningrad district—
formerly the northern half of East Prussia). That meant only that
I was obliged to appear before the Personnel Department of that MD
in Riga where I would receive a specific assignment to some military
unit. The possibilities ranged from some remote Estonian island to
Riga or any other place in the MD. M y destination was a
pioneer battalion in the small town Gusev (formerly Gumbinnen) in
the Kaliningrad Oblast (district) where at that time the main body
of military units was concentrated in a relatively small area. I was
ordered to report there on a certain date but until that moment I had
leave, which I spent in Liepaja with Mother and Sister.
Mother and Gina had returned to Liepaja from Tcherepovetz in
1948, both having tuberculosis of which Gina died in 1951. Mother,
however, succeeded in conquering the disease after many years of
treatment, w ith alternating remissions and relapses. Not having
kept a diary during the first decades after the war I cannot give
exact dates.
Since our previous apartment in Liepaja now was occupied,
both Mother and Sister had to stay w ith my aunt in a small apartment.
We could not reclaim our pre-war apartment because we had not
owned it; first it belonged to the landlord and then, in Soviet times,
to the State. Afterwards mother was offered a room in an apartment
of a married couple, who had more than the official quota of living
space and were afraid that they might have to accept undesirable
tenants. I had visited Liepaja already in 1948,
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also staying with my aunt and cousin Nina, and found that
nothing was left—no other relatives, no friends of mine and their
families, next to nothing of our movable property. The only items
that were rescued were a trunk that my parents had brought from
Germany or Sw itzerland in the 1920s, Father’s silver glass-holder
and inkstand, and my tennis racket—a gift from somebody.
Both in 1948 and 1949 when I visited Liepaja I strolled around
and had the strange sensation that the town is much smaller than I
remembered. There still were many destroyed buildings and
places but I did not feel very concerned because I had seen many
ruins since 1941. The most depressing experience was to come to
places where our relatives and friends had lived, also my Latvian
schoolmates (some killed in the Legion, some fled), and find
nobody there. I think it was then that I began to understand the
tragedy that had swept away the Jewish people. That what I had
heard during the Je cke ln trial in Riga had touched me only
superficially. But even now I had no knowledge of the real scale of
the Holocaust. I must admit that I had not heard this word at all,
and shared the official contention that the Je w ish victims were
merely part of the totality of Soviet civilian victims7 .
Moreover, the official anti-Semitism soon became disguised as
anti-Zionism, and this was so intense and widespread in the
propaganda that I also came to feel no sympathy for Zionists. Only
with the beginning of “Perestroika” in 1985 did many people learn
what was behind the 1948 murder of the Latvian-Je wish actor
Michoels, the extermination of the Jewish Antifascist Committee, and
the so-called “Doctors’ Plot” in 1952, most of whose alleged
culprits were Jews. Information on the Holocaust was scarce, only
very little trickled out that was impossible to hide—Babi Yar, the
Nuremberg Trials, the articles by Ilya Ehrenburg and other
sources, But even these were not widely available to the public for
a long time.
Still less such information was available in the specific
environment I was in. Now and then in some military unit there
were some more Je wish officers but we never talked about Jew ish
problems—as if they did not exist at all. As the reader may
remember I was rather “gentile-looking” from my birth on, and
7 Since I did not put this term in quotes at that time I don’t do it at present either.
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maybe this was the reason I did not feel anti-Semitism directed at
me; but I admit that at higher, decision-making levels apparently
something was done to delay my promotion as fixed by law.
Another reason probably was that I never invited any of my
superiors to drinking parties, nor did I take to base bootlicking. But
I do not want to shift all blame on anti-Semitism as a Jew did to a
ticket machine that did not give him a half-price ticket.
Nevertheless I confess that I was rather thoughtless in all those
subjects that excited Jewish people outside the army but seemed to
me to be very remote. I had other things to worry about.

Lieutenant and platoon commander
Gusev, Kaliningrad District, 1950.
I think it was the end of October 1949 when I arrived in Gusev
late at night and established myself in the only hotel in town. The
next day I reported to the battalion commander that I have arrived
and am at his disposition. I was given a platoon, introduced to the
men and to some details, and was given the rest of the day to
settle. I was ordered to lodge with 2 other officers for the time
being. During the training in Leningrad most of us had no personal
belongings except what w ould fit into the night stand. A fter
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graduation we received a “rich” outfit: 2 sets of uniforms,
underwear and boots, 2 “pillow cases” (to be filled with straw: the
big one for a mattress, and the small one for a pillow), and some
other stuff. All this I packed in the trunk that I had brought in 1948
from Liepaja. We also received some advance payments in cash,
part of which I later gave to Mother. 8
There is nothing much to report about the following w inter
except that the freedom I had as officer was offset by severe
hardships in everyday private life and in commanding my platoon.
To begin with—I had to care for everything myself. I had my own
room but had to provide my own firewood. As the work left little
free time I often had no firewood, and then slept in all the clothes I
could put on. At least I did not have much to care about food
because there was an officers’ canteen in the ga rrison where one
could get meals for modest prices. A certain relief during this
period was contact w ith some fellow officers’ families, which
showed interest in supporting me w ith their sympathy.
The command duties also were not easy because I not only had
to teach and train the nearly illiterate soldiers but also prepare
myself for teaching, attend classes held for officers, and train the
sergeants, although this was the duty of the company commander.
And whatever duties you were busy with, you still had the
exclusive responsibility for your platoon. Sometimes it was as in
“The Good Soldier Shvejk” when your decorated but not very
educated superiors asked you today to prepare a certain paper for
tomorrow’s training, and tomorrow they demanded something
different. But as a matter of fact they relied on me, as almost the
only officer in all 4 pioneer units of our 36th Rifle Corps who had
completed the “normal” 3-year education at military school. I also
had to train my soldiers to handle high explosives, where any
mistake by whomsoever could lead to casualties.
And yet there was another adventure. At some time in
February 1950 our Chief of Staff told me that I must take my
8 I must say that my first impression of Gusev that first night was aw ful—the
town dark, silent, no town traffic and debris everywhere. In daytime the tow n
looked better, and made one recognise what sort of a neat, cosy, w ell-managed
German town it was before the war came upon it. Many buildings, moreover, had
been demolished by our soldiers, especially when the rest of the German
population was forced to leave, and many people did not expect that the district
would be annexed to the USSR .
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annual vacation no matter whether I want to or not. The
regulations required one to declare his place of destination; then
one got 30 days plus the travel time needed to go to the destination
and back (by rail), even if it was somewhere in the most distant Far
East.
Think of me what you want but as there were elections to the
Supreme Soviet in the beginning of March, I chose to go to
Moscow and vote at the polling station where “Comrade Stalin”
was candidate. Afterwards I was very proud of this though to my
astonishment there was nothing special in the whole procedure,
and nobody thought of thanking me for having made this long
journey. But first I went to see my folks in Libau, and then to
Moscow. In my naiveté I thought I will stay at a hotel. In this frame
of mind I went to the Red Army hotel but was refused. At the
reception they told me something like “…lieutenant, you want a
room but don’t you know that generals stay here in shared rooms
for 8–10; get out of here”. Fortunately I had the address of a
relative of Dr. Weinreich’s widow (Erna) out of town, and could
stay with them for some days. Unlike the Arm y hotel I very easily
managed to buy a ticket for the Bolshoi Theatre. They gave
Glinka’s opera “Ivan Susanin”, with the excellent bass D.
Michailov, and I enjoyed the performance enthusiastically.
As mentioned my unit was stationed in the Kaliningrad
oblast—part of former East Prussia—where the fighting had been
especially fierce in 1944–45. Consequently there were numerous
mine fields, hidden ammunition stores, scattered bombs, shells,
mines etc. In the postwar time pioneer units for many years got the
task to systematically look for those explosives and to clear them
from the land. This task was difficult because of the vast area of
battlefields, the unbelievable amount of this dangerous ordnance,
the lack of manpower and documentation, especially on German
mine fields. The job itself could be done only in spring-summer, so
no wonder that in the Russian woods and bogs shells and mines
still can be found today.
Before beginning such a minesweeping operation we divided
the land into small parcels on maps, chose the next parcel, and put
a team of sappers to work. They lined up along a roadside at
intervals of about 3–4 m and started to “comb” the area by
checking the subsoil with long poles that had a sharpened rigid
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piece of w ire at the end. Suspicious places then were marked by
small red flags. The most dangerous job began afterwards—
detonation of the ammunition. M ines had to be most carefully
checked to see whether they had devices that would cause them to
explode when moved. Usually a hook was fastened to the mine
handle (if there was one) and the mine pulled from its place w hile
the sapper hid in some trench or similar cover for personal safety.
Everybody also had to be careful to the utmost to do no harm to
his comrades. Especially dangerous were antipersonnel mines,
which are designed to explode from the slightest touch or
vibration. If such were found they were blown up by an explosive
charge from a safe distance. There was a saying (it is still in use)
that a sapper makes mistakes only tw ice: the first when he goes to
the sappers; the other is the last one.
This period, early during the “Cold War”, was marked by a
serious confrontation of the USSR with the Western countries, and
though the S U tested the A-bomb in 1949, the emphasis remained
on conventional arms. In this context it is easy to understand that
the numerical strength of the armed forces was increased. This
required more officers in addition to other components, and to our
astonishment we sometimes saw officers from the reserve who
commanded their units while still dressed in civilian clothes. Fo r
me all this was of importance because ever more officers were
needed, and 1-year courses for preparing officers were established
within “normal” military schools. As there was such a school for
officers of the Engineering Corps near Kaliningrad (former
Königsberg) I was sent to this school for one year while remaining
on the rolls of my unit in Gusev. At the Engineering School I was
appointed platoon commander of the 1-year Cadet Company, with
all the responsibilities mentioned earlier, But we four platoon
commanders only had to lead the fire training, classes on army
regulations and weapons, and not much more. So I had sufficient
leisure there.
1951 began with a sad event. Despite all efforts within the
limited possibilities to cure her tuberculosis my sister Gina passed
away that winter. I succeeded in getting some days off, and in spite
of the poor traveling facilities I managed to come to Libau in time
for the funeral and to help Mother a little. Once more I saw what a
strong woman Mother was: she never shed a tear seeing me off to
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the war, nor did she cry now. Soon after the return to Kaliningrad
my 1-year appointment came to an end, and I returned to my unit
in Gusev. There the routine went on without noteworthy events
except one. The longing for Gertrude, and the hardships of leading
a bachelor’s life made me finally propose to her, and after
receiving her consent I went to Leningrad where we got married in
summer 1951. We spent my annual vacation in Libau but I was
very uneasy and had a guilty conscience because so short a time
had passed since Gina’s death. This made me think that I do not
love Gertrude as much as I had thought earlier, and if so it would
be better for us to separate rather than to suffer each other for the
rest of our lives.

Se nior Lie ute nant and com pany com m ande r
Tche rnyakhovsk, 1952

Some time passed without any decision. In the spring of 1952 I
was appointed platoon commander of the Pioneer Battalion of the
36th Rifle Corps in Tchernyakhovsk (the former Insterburg). There I
met my present wife Vera, and if I had hesitated until that
moment, I now decided to dissolve my first marriage. I think this
was a tragedy for both parts involved. But it was a major milestone
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in my life. S uch things are difficult to comment on, and so I will
refrain from doing so. All formalities done, we married in January
1954, when Eugene was already 2 months old. I also do not want to
discuss Vera’s positive and negative qualities (everybody has
some) but mention only one that later impressed me greatly: her
outstanding ability to learn. When we met she was a rather
ignorant young girl; now she is what she is.

Vera, employee of USSR Railways. Tchernyakhovsk, 195 2
Family matters aside, the year 1953 was quite remarkable
because of a truly historical event—Stalin’s death on 5 March. My
personal feelings were divided at that moment because we wore
the “Emperor’s Coat” and had to be concerned that the military
continued to function smoothly no matter what happened. One
must take into account that we knew nothing about all the horrible
crimes and the doings among the top leadership in the USSR
which later became widely known, especially after the XX
Congress of the KPSU in 1956. So I felt a certain sorrow, an
uncertainty about what will happen now that the great “Führer”
had passed away. On the other hand there was some hope that the
fate of the country had passed into firm hands—of Khrushchev,
Beria and Malenkov. True, I felt some discomfort hearing Beria speak
from the Mausoleum about “internal enemies”. But again— there
came the release of the Jewish “doctors-murderers” (who had
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been accused in late 1952 of trying to kill Stalin and the top
leadership of the USSR), and a little later the arrest and trial of
Beria and his most trusted henchmen (but were not some of them
innocent victims?). Very soon Stalin’s portraits and quotations from
his works disappeared from the pages of the papers. To my
surprise they soon were replaced by similar homage to
Khrushchev. But I was far from being overly critical at that time.
Some officers of our battalion applied for admission to the
Military Engineering Academy in Moscow in 1953, and I also
decided to try next year. S uch volunteers from the whole BMD
were gathered in Riga for a few days for checking, and a number
of us were nominated candidates, among them the author of these
lines. I received an order to go to Moscow where all of us had to
pass a preparatory course at the Academy before the exams began.
We lodged in some room of the Academy. Fortunately or not, my
attempt was not successful that year because of an event, common
in Moscow at that time but disastrous—as my perception then was—
for me. Returning from a park some evening with a couple of
comrades, we stood at an almost deserted bus stop. But w hen the
bus came there suddenly was a crowd, and after boarding the bus
I realized that I had been robbed of my wallet. I learned later that
this was a common type of orga nized robbery but this
know ledge was of no avail to me anymore. The worst thing was
that my wallet had contained my access permit to the premises of
the Academy. It turned out afterwards that the thief, having found
nothing of value for him, had thrown away this permit. Somebody
found it and took it to the officer on duty at the Academy, w ho
reported the w hole affair to the higher superiors.
I was immediately dismissed and sent back to my unit, but to
my great surprise I was met by my superiors not with scorn and
disdain but with satisfaction that they had me back again. A little
later an order came to my attention, inviting officers to enter the
Moscow Military Institute for foreign languages. I decided to take
the chance, received permission from the battalion commander,
and was accepted by the German language department for
correspondence study. In a short time I finished all prescribed
work, and graduated w ith the qualification “Interpreter of
German” in 1956—but only with a certificate rather than a
diploma.
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Once during the studies I had been invited to come for a winter
session, we had classes in German military dictionaries, etc. but I
had ample time to use the unique library of the Institute. The
Institute was rather strange because no group seemed to know any
of the others, everything was top secret because not only
interpreters and teachers for cadets were trained but also officers
for the so called 7th departments of the higher Political
A dministrations of the armed forces, and others. I mention the
library because it was then and there that I first saw in some
German paper the hideous pictures of the massacre of the Liepaja
Jews at Shkede near Liepaja—pictures that had been secretly
copied in 1941 by a Jewish craftsman working for the SD, and later
were shown at the Nuremberg trial. I am convinced that these
pictures were not openly circulated then, and they came as a great
surprise with the beginning of Perestroika. The graduation exams
took place in the summer camp of the Institute near Moscow in the
summer of 1955, and after passing them I returned to
Tchernyakhovsk.

FAR EAST (1956–1958)
Together with great changes in the Armed Forces a drastic
change happened also in my life and that of my family. Armies of
the Land Forces, which consisted of corps and many smaller units,
now were reorganized, with divisions as the principal unit. Units
subordinated to the corps were not needed any more, and the fates
of their officers varied. I was appointed company commander of a
Pioneer Battalion of a division in the same town of
Tchernyakhovsk, but simultaneously also as candidate for
replacing some officer in the Far East Military District (FEMD),
specifically on Sakhalin Island.
The replacement system was quite complex, intended to
compensate for the extreme range of living and climatic conditions
in this vast country. Some places were too good (Germany,
Poland), others too bad (Far East, Turkmenia, the Arctic islands)
and this was taken into account by variable service terms and other
conditions for officers. It was also considered desirable not to keep
officers in one place too long. As to the Far East there also were
differences, e.g., on Wrangel island in the Arctic Ocean the
replacement was every year, and that year was counted as three (as
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in action during war), and the pay was 3 times higher. On Sakhalin
the replacement was nominally every 3 years but this was seldom
observed; the pay was 1.5x, and one year was also counted as 1.5.
Besides at this posting some food supplies were available at low
prices and additional supplies of winter clothing and footwear.
And so, in the summer of 1956 we started for our involuntary
Sakhalin adventure. I had a month’s vacation, and we decided to
visit Vera’s relatives in Russia and the Ukraine. My mother came to
Tchernyakhovsk to see us off, it was a sad parting.
After we finished our visit we went to Moscow where we
boarded a train to Vladivostok. It was a strange feeling when the
engine began to pull us out of Moscow—as if we were going to the
outer regions of space, and forever. Yet I was excited about going
through the whole of Russia and anticipating what was ahead of
us. I think Vera had no time for such emotions, she had to arrange
our everyday life in the large railway car (undivided into separate
compartments) for 7 or 8 days, and was more occupied w ith the
child. Not to boast, but Eugene was always a calm, obedient and
amiable lad. I daresay the journey was everything but easy, but we
were young, healthy and afraid of nothing.
I shall not describe the journey in detail but merely note that I
always had a strange and stirring sensation of going to the end of
the earth. The route led across the Ural range, the endless plains of
Western Siberia, across some of the biggest rivers of Asia, along the
shore of Lake Baikal, across Birobidzhan (the Jew ish A utonomous
Region established by Stalin in 1934)…There came a succession of
startling thoughts: we now are on the same longitude as India, as
China, as Japan. For great distances the train was pulled by steam
engines, and thus had to make long stops at the largest stations,
giving us sufficient time for a hot meal directly on the platform.
Further east it was possible to buy food from local people who
came to the stops to sell it. And finally—the remote and
mysterious Vladivostok, the terminus of the Great Transsiberian
railroad, not a single metre of track further; ahead only the Pacific.
The military administrator of the Vladivostok railroad terminal
advised me to go to the distribution camp outside town called
“The Second River” (Vtoraya Rechka). A bus took us to that place
with all the small belongings we had carried with us. The camp
was located at the foot of one of the surrounding low hills, in
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singular called a “sopka”. There was a huge barrack and an
administration building. In this camp appointments and reappointments for the arriving officers were made, and there we
had to wait until a vessel was available to take us and our families
to the distant places that could be reached only by boat.
Except for the lack of barbed wire fences, forced labour and
guards with guns, life was much as in a GULAG camp. Certainly
there was endless leisure, interrupted only by the daily walk to the
headquarters to check whether a vessel to one’s destination was
available. 9 Meanwhile the families lodged in the communal
barrack on plank beds, separated for privacy only by bed linen or
such other piece of cloth as one could find.

Eugene (3) aboard the steamer “Bryansk”, 11.9.1956 in the La Perouse
Strait on the Vladivostok-Korsakovo line.
The food was poor, the town far, the future unknown. I doubt
very much that anywhere else in peace time officers had been
moved under such conditions to the place where they were to
serve their country. That can also be said about the sea transport,
which was by cargo vessels under conditions nearly as bad as on
slave ships to the Americas. On board the vessel we survived a heavy
storm heading for the La Perouse Strait. From there, after the
storm had subsided, the coast of Japan was visible, and soon
9 Because of the haphazard transport conditions, officers in this part of the F ar
East could not expect to be repla ced on a fixed schedule.
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we reached the port of Korsakov. When we went ashore it seemed
that the earth beneath our feet was swaying. It was almost evening
when we arrived at Dolinsk, our destination.
The next day I learned at the divisional headquarters that they
had assigned my position in Dolinsk to another officer, and now
sent me to a remote rifle regiment as sapper company commander.
It may be appropriate to remind the reader that after the defeat of
Russia in 1905 Sakhalin was divided and the southern part ceded
to victorious Japan, only to be returned to the USSR in 1945.
During the tsarist regime the w hole island was a “katorga” (forced
labour) place for convicts, 10 and the only free population were the
guards, released convicts w ith their families, and a small number
of aborigines.

A Japane se style bu ild ing on the pre m ise s of the Sappe r B attalion.
Dolinsk, Sakh alin Island, Sum m e r 1957.

The island is 948 km long, and its northern and southern parts
differ very much in climate and vegetation, depending on the
character of the nearby ocean currents. Under the influence of a
10 It is not w idely known that A.P. Chekhov visited Sakhalin in 1890 and wrote a
comprehensive account of the island and living conditions thereon.
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cold current the northern part of the island is a taiga and tundra
whereas the southern part has a fine autumn season and places
with subtropical flora. The southern part also has the most
significant towns (but no big ones), a number of ports, an airport,
and deposits of coal and oil.
The island is of considerable strategic importance, and with the
cold war going on, its defence required the concentration of
military power, represented mainly by air force (as not earth
bound) and motorised infantry for defending the extended coast
line aga inst landings. So, the rifle regiment to which I was
appointed was stationed near the eastern coast ca. 60 km east from
the provincial capital Yuzhnosakhalinsk behind a mountain pass
that was impassable during the entire winter. The place was called
Lesnoye, there was nothing besides barracks, primitive cottages for
officers’ families, a small shop with a small laundry facility, and a
bakery. Around this—wilderness. The surroundings were
unspoiled by civilisation, one could take potable water from the
streamlets and enjoy the environment. That fall we were impressed
by a sight we knew only from school lessons—innumerable fish
went upstream to spawn, so many that one could not see the
water.
In the following spring (1957) a position became vacant in the
division’s pioneer battalion; I was appointed company commander
in that unit, and moved with my family to the small town of
Dolinsk. The town had a huge cellulose m ill employing most of the
population. The living facilities were mostly small, Japanese type
cottages w ith walls of extremely thin wooden boards with some
filling between them. Such a cottage was also assigned to us. The
supply of fresh (not canned) food was rather limited, instead there
was plenty of salmon and salmon roe, and 96% alcohol was freely
sold as nowhere on the mainland (“materick”). After having eaten
so much hunchback salmon, we could not look at fish for a long
time. Going to the m aterick for leave or forever was a problem for
everybody because of the remoteness and poor traveling
possibilities; people often combined their leaves of 2 or 3 years.
In Dolinsk on September 12, 1957 our second son Arkady was
born. As to the military side of life I have not much to report. But
all that time I toyed w ith the desire to study at the Academy to
complete the highest possible military engineering education. So I
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Our “villa” on Vladivostokskaya St. is the first building on the left.
Arkady is invisible in his pram. Dolinsk, October 1957.
began to review math and some other subjects that I had partly
forgotten, and for which there were stiff requirements at the
Military Engineering Academy. The entrance exams for candidates
from the w hole Far East region were held in Ussurysk (on the
materick), to which I had to go first by sea to Vladivostok and then
by train. I was very anxious to pass, and felt great relief when the
representative of the Academy announced that I had passed
because I held the lowest position (company commander) and was
of the maximum age, 32, for entering the Academy. A respective
note was sent to my unit commander.

M ILITARY ENGINEERING ACADEMY M OSCOW
(1958–1963)
In short—after returning to Dolinsk in high spirits we began to
pack lock, stock and barrel. I was due to appear at the Academy on
Sept 1, and we had to take into account the long trip to Moscow .
We took flight tickets to Khabarovsk, for the first flight in our lives.
From Khabarovsk we had a whole compartment to ourselves in a
sleeping-car, and arrived in Moscow without any adventures.
From there I had to go to the camp of the Academy in Nakhabino
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while Vera and the boys stayed with her niece who lived in
Moscow in an unbelievably crowded apartment. On my return I
looked for a room for rent but found only one some 30 km from
Moscow. During the next 3 years we often had to change such rooms,
all in all maybe up to ten times. until finally when I was in the 4th
year I received a room from the Academy’s own limited facilities. A
serious problem was that most people renting rooms to studying
officers were neither honest nor respectable; all of them demanded
prepayment of the rent, but after some time they behaved so
badly that you were glad to move out. Naturally, they did not return
your money. So in a short time our savings from the Sakhalin salary
were gone.

With 2 colleagues from the 116th Detachment before the parade on
Red Square, 1 May 1960.
There was nothing worth mentioning in that period. I think
that the teaching was at a very high level. A pleasant change came
the summer after the 4th year—we had a field assignment for one
month. I was ordered to Vyborg (former Viipuri) on the Finnish
border where I had to lead the Engineering Service of a motorized
division. Shortly before this assignment was finished Vera came to
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spend a few days there, and on our way to Moscow we stayed
several days in Leningrad where we visited M other’s cousin, a
couple of museums and some places I remembered from the
period 1946-49 at the Engineering school.
Early in 1963 I began to work on my diploma and then
defended it before a special commission. During the years at the
Academy I passed numerous exams with the highest mark (an
“excellent”) except in “Military Roads”. Thus I graduated cum
laude but without the right to choose my next assignment. I was
appointed battalion commander in a backwater in the Far N orth.

CAUCASUS (1963–1968)
But it so happened that a Colonel Aliyev from
the
Transcaucasian Military District (TMD) and member of the State
Examination Commission invited me for an interview and then
succeeded in getting the Main Personnel A dministration to reassign me, to the Headquarters of the TMD in Tbilisi. There I began
work in one of the departments of the Engineering Corps
Command headed by Col. Aliyev.
During the next 5 years I had ample opportunities to get
acquainted w ith the land (Georgia, A rmenia and Azerbeidzhan)
and its peoples, because for about half of each year I was sent out
with inspection teams to inspect subordinated units throughout
the region. So I traveled through Georgia and Armenia, visited
units on the Black Sea coast, South Ossetia, the Armenian
highlands, the Armenian holy town Echmiadzin and others. From
places near the Armenian-Turkish border Mount Ararat was
visible and seemed so near that you needed only to stretch out
your hand to touch it.
The region presented a strange mixture of remnants from 2–3
or more centuries ago and comparatively up-to-date infrastructure—
buildings, power stations, roads etc. That could also be said
about the population. While Armenia was mainly mono-ethnic,
in Georgia there were places where sizable numbers of ethnic
Armenian or Azeri minorities lived in compact pockets. The
population also was different: some civilized, some savage; some
friendly and loyal to the system, some anti-Russian and anti- Soviet;
some men were ready to give away their last rouble, even their
lives for those they considered a friend; but in other cases the
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mountaineer was ready to draw his knife for vendetta, or another
reason, or no reason at all.
Well, I did not plan to write an essay about the land and people
but I want the reader to understand what a reasonably wellinformed person feels touching the soil that had seen A lexander,
the Roman legions, the Mongols, Persians etc. Although the above
mentioned construction work was done largely with the help of
Russia and other republics, the military should have behaved more
delicately, less as elephants in a glassware shop, taking into
account the vulnerable feelings of the local population. But to this
understanding I came only much later.
As officer of the TMD Headquarters I took part in planning
military operations in case of war. The plans included 3 phases:
throwing back the Turkish forces and restoring the border line,
starting a counteroffensive and defeating the enemy in the east of
Turkey, and finally a breakthrough to the Mediterranean.
Once during my service in Tbilisi a colleague asked me why I
do I not try to obtain the first scientific degree 11 —it would not be
so difficult, many people have done it with minimal effort. I did
not expect any benefits from this move (lest I would be assigned to
some military pedagogical position). But I thought if many have
done this then I am no worse. In a short time I passed exams (the
so called candidate’s minimum) in Marxism-Leninism and foreign
language before boards of scholars of Tbilisi university. And then I
came to a halt. The next step would have been to choose a specific
field related to my duties, to pass one more exam in the chosen
specialty, to complete a Cand. Sc. thesis and defend it. I had
difficulties in choosing as well as doubts as to the scientific value of
a work created without an inner need, without doing a lot of
reading and practical research. Meanw hile I was transferred to
Baku, and there the conditions for pursuing a higher degree were
lacking, as well as later in Liepāja.
In 1968 my life took a new turn. I was battalion commander in
Baku but due to reorganizations the battalion had to be relocated
to a training centre 30 km away from the town, right in the middle
of a desert. I and my family also were required to go there, but that
would cause big problems w ith school for the children and with
11 Cand. Sc., equivalent to a Ph. D. in the West.
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Vera’s work, so I therefore delayed taking my family there. That
caused a conflict with my superiors who needed my apartment for
another family. A friendly surgeon from my new garrison advised
me that after age 40 any officer might be considered physically no
longer fit for service, and we started the procedure of getting me
retired. This happened early in 1968, and I had a 6- month period
for choosing a place to settle (anywhere except Moscow, Leningrad
and a region of resorts). We thought of Riga , I went there but
found nobody who wanted to change to my Baku apartment. I
returned to Baku with no result and started working, and soon the
6-month period during which my family could travel to our new
home w ith 1 t of belongings free of charge was approaching its
end. By an incredible chance Eugene had seen in town an
advertisement of a person from Liepaja who looked for a family in
Baku to change apartments. I do not want to describe the
exasperating bureaucratic procedures that followed or the
consequent anxiety, but finally we arrived in Liepaja in November
1968 and settled in the same apartment where we now live. A
whole life was behind us, a new one was to begin.
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7. BACK IN LIEPAJA (1968–)
For a few years I was senior engineer with a civil engineering
organisation, for ten years I led a department of the tow n
administration that was quasi the “customer” for all civil
engineering construction for the town. Thereafter I yielded to
repeated proposals of a school headmaster to come to his school as
military instructor. Thus I worked as such ten years at the School
for Applied Arts. This work suited me, it was a real relaxation after
the “forced labour” for the town.
Vera also worked in a civil engineering orga nisation. Indeed,
she had worked all the years until retirement except for one month
after our eldest was born and the 2 years on Sakhalin. Meanwhile
the sons graduated from what is called in the USA “high school”,
and thereafter from university in Riga , and married. Eugene and
his wife Irina repeatedly visited Irina’s friend Marina in Germany,
and once he wrote us that they had decided to stay there. We were
sure that the decision was made earlier, still in Riga. Eugene
worked after re-training as specialist in computers for different
companies but now his main occupation is assisting Irina. She had
worked in a dressmaker’s shop for adjusting and selling bridal
outfits, and after the landlady had sold her house Irina started her
own business of the same kind.
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A rkad y, Vladim ir, Ve ra and Euge ne in Lie pu ie la ap artm e nt (March 2008)

Arkady graduated from the department “Russian Language
and Literature” of the Latvian University (by home study) and
then was lecturer at the Liepaja Pedagogical Institute for a short
time. There he got to know Lena, and they soon married. That was
at the beginning of Perestroika, so Lena quit her job at the Institute
and started a small business, as many people did at that time.
Arkady went to Leningrad to prepare for the first degree but wrote
such an extended thesis that he was never able to finish it, and was
away for more than 3 years. Clearly under such conditions the
marriage could not last, and was dissolved. His second marriage
also was not a success and soon ended similarly. So he lives now
with us, his parents, and prepares to move to his own apartment.
Sometimes he takes his son Michael from the second marriage to
us. Unfortunately the child is an invalid suffering from autism.
My daughter from my first marriage to Gertrude, Anna, grew
up in Gertrude’s new family who then had 3 sons. Anna herself
graduated from the English Department of a Teachers’ Institute.
For a short time she worked as school teacher and later as
interpreter. During that period in the Russian town Yoshkar-Ola
she had a daughter—Natalya (Natasha), now 22 years of age.
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Anna and Natasha; B oston 2008

I visited them in 1988 when A nna’s mother, widowed at that
time, managed somehow to move to Riga where she died some
years later. Later Anna and Natasha also moved to Riga w here
Anna became acquainted with an American, Tony, who took them
to the USA (New port, OR) in 1996, where they got married. Two
months later Tony, all in all an amiable person, committed suicide. I
suspect that he had too many insoluble problems, among which his
marriage was the least one. Finding herself again alone w ith
Natasha, Anna decided to go to the East Coast where she had
friends; there she settled in Beverly, MA near Boston where she
lives at present. It is no exaggeration to say that her entire life was
and is devoted to raising her daughter; that what she did and does
is a self-sacrifice and a steady, silent heroism. The reward is that
Natasha—not going into details—is a complete success. For me it is
regrettable that after Eugene, Arkady and Misha there will be no
male Bans to continue this surname.
During “Perestroika” I continued to work at the Applied Arts
School but at some point started to work as interpreter at a
Latvian-British joint venture. Then followed a few other jobs as
interpreter, and in October 2006 I retired, having worked the last
10 years for the steel plant “Liepajas Metalurgs”.
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Lie ute nant C olone l (re t.), 2000

MY TRIPS A BROAD
East Germany
My first visit abroad happened in 1971 during the Soviet
period when I visited the GDR (German Democratic Republic)
together w ith a group of tourists from Latvian civil construction
organizations. As I had plenty of information about Germany
already since my early childhood, and also certain impressions
from natura in Gusev (Gumbinnen), none of the sights were a
shock for me. Nevertheless this first experience was shocking for
the complicated, elaborate preparations—checking by authorities,
confirmations, permit to exchange 80 (?) roubles to GDR currency,
gathering in Riga for instructions on how to behave, the
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uncertainty about what you may take with you and what you may
bring back. Crossing the border also was exciting: boarding the
Moscow -Berlin train in Minsk, scrupulous checking by the Soviet
border guards and customs at the border with Poland, crossing the
Western Bug river, then Poland, the Oder river, and finally getting
off the train in Frankfurt/Oder. There a bus took us to a hotel, and
our 10 days’ trip began.
Visiting Dresden, Leipzig, Erfurt and other towns was like a
dream come true. Sure, in Leipzig we were taken to the place
where Lenin’s paper “Iskra” was first published in 1900, but w hen
we had time for ourselves I went on my own to have a look at
Auerbach’s Cellar. 12 During the w hole trip we had a guide who had
insufficient command of both languages, and so I involuntarily
became a second (and sometimes the only) interpreter. That again
happened when visiting the Museum of the Eisenach Congress of
the SD PG in the XIX century; the museum director Mr. H üter
asked me after the tour whether I am a scholar of German,
whereupon I explained to him the reasons for my fluency. That led
to a pleasant friendship.
Upon his proposal we agreed to enter correspondence that
finally culminated in Vera’s and my visit to the Hüters in the mid80s. Perestroika had started, Vera did not work anymore at a Soviet
military construction orga nization, and so we were allowed to go
together. We had a very nice stay with this marvelous couple. We
saw more than I had 10 years earlier, and we also went alone to
Weimar and some other places. In Eisenach we visited among
other places the fortress Wartburg about which I knew from my
pre-war lessons w ith Fräulein Roehrich: the minstrels’ contests (as
featured in Wagner’s opera Tannhäuser), Luther going into hiding
while he translated the Bible, etc. I continued to correspond w ith
Mr. Karl Hüter about another 10 years until we received the sad
news about his sudden death.

Yugoslavia
Between those two trips I had a chance to visit friends in
Yugoslavia. When I studied at the Academy in Moscow there lived
in our communal flat among others a nice married couple with
whom we became friends despite our difference in age. The
12 The second-oldest restaurant in Leipzig, made famous by Goethe’s Faust.
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husband, a Serb Djordje Milišić , worked for the UN in New York
after the war. When Yugoslavia was accused by Stalin of heresy,
Milišić chose to go to Prague with his family. There his wife
divorced him and married his Prague friend, also a Serb, who in
turn divorced his wife. Thereafter they all together went to
Moscow, where M ilišić married Tamara, also divorced and w ith
two adult children. Djordje and Tamara were amiable, intelligent,
open and unprejudiced people, and both did intellectual work. A s
soon as it becam e possible, they both moved to Belgrade.
We occasionally met afterwards at different occasions w hen
one or the other or both came to Moscow or Latvia, and once they
invited us to visit them. Going together with Vera was impossible
because of secrecy regulations, family circumstances, and Vera’s
work in the army, though she had no access to secret information.
So I went alone. I had to appear before a commission of the Liepaja
town committee of the KPSU, go to Moscow for the visa and then
to Riga for Yugoslavian currency.
I think that I went by plane to Kiev and there boarded the train
Moscow -Belgrade. My ticket was for a comfortable sleeping car
with compartments for two persons and many conveniences. M y
companion was a rather nice Moscow lady who worked for some
foreign trade organization. She spent the day in another
compartment with her colleague, which does not mean that she
spent the nights w ith me. The route was across the Carpathian
mountains, through Hungary where during a longer stop of the
train I went to the station square—a very audacious move. The
USSR regarded Yugoslavia at that time as being “half capitalistic”,
hence the strict measures, the warning from a KGB official to be
careful, etc., so I was rather excited when crossing the H ungarianYugoslavian border. Something like a new world opened before
me.
At the Belgrade railway terminal the Milišićs (though Tamara
kept her own surname) met me, took me to their place, showed me
around Belgrade, and took me to more or less distant places
outside town. Tamara had to go to the island Hvar in the A driatic
where they had a small “dacha”, and I went too but separately—by
train to Split, whereas she took a flight. We met in Split and went
to Hvar by ferry. Unfortunately Djordje had to stay in Belgrade
where he worked for two archives.
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After a few days’ stay Tamara and I parted, she stayed at the
dacha, but I went by boat to Dubrovnik. Aboard the vessel I met
the first A mericans in my life—an elderly man with his son. The
latter was very curious about the Soviet Union, showed me the
book “Nicholas and Alexandra” and asked whether I knew it. 13 At
our parting the American asked me to take one dollar as souvenir. I
stayed in Dubrovnik one night, went sightseeing the next day,
and returned to Split at night by bus along the A driatic coast. All
this, and the sights made me feel very much like in the “Arabian
nights”. In Belgrade Djordje met me the next morning, I stayed
with him for a few more days, and then he put me on the train to
Moscow. I have had a lot of impressions but what struck me: for
the first time after the war I saw unemployment—A lbanians
standing around and looking for work; a certain hatred among
Serbs against Croatians; some jealousy among the federal
republics.

Israel and Western Europe
As mentioned above, a new period began with Perestroika, and
later with the dissolution of the Union. Contacts with the Western
world became possible. Je ws, Latvians, Germans came to Liepaja
from A merica, South Africa, and Israel to look for their roots. The
first person I met was Gershon Yuval (earlier Grisha Landman), Israel.
Since I was the Chairman of the Liepaja organization of the Latvian
A ssociation of Jewish Culture (LOEK) he contacted me. He proved
to be a distant in-law of my father’s family, and we met rather
often during his repeated visits to Liepaja, once together with
Harry Rabinovich (in Israel Aharon Yariv, retired general and former
chief of the Israel Arm y Intelligence Service). In addition to these
visitors there came a phone call one morning. I picked up the receiver,
and to my greatest surprise somebody at the other end
13 I had heard about the tragedy of N icholas II and his fa mily already in my
parents’ home but they never spoke about the details. During the Soviet period no
information was available for common pupils and students, nothing w as
mentioned in lectures, nothing was in the history books. About the accounts that
became available later I daresay that the summer 1918 was exceedingly dangerous
for the B olsheviks. For dealing with deposed royalty, they had before them the
examples of the Stuarts of E ngland and Louis XVI. But even for those monarchs
some kind of trial was held. I think that in any case N icholas and his w ife should
have been put before a Court, and whatever the sentence, the children should not
have been touched. What a dreadful time it was then….
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asked for Vova, that’s me; it proved to be my cousin Aubrey from
Israel. (He was aunt Johanna’s son, and as a passionate Zionist went
from Johannesburg to Israel).
From that moment on my contacts with my numerous relatives
began. For us at that time it was possible to phone foreign
countries only via Moscow; one had to order the call, receive a
confirmation, and later make the call on the assigned day (and hour?).
Anyhow, he invited me to visit him, and Gershon organized
some people to sponsor my trip as we had no spare money. For
a visa I had to go to Moscow. The Israel Embassy was like a place
under siege but I succeeded in getting the visa that very day. Then
came the flight; when the coast of Israel and the Tel A viv panorama
became visible, my heart began to beat faster, so great was the
excitement.
To describe the details of the trip would require too much time
and space. I met Mrs. Rosa N ieburg and her daughter A viva both
of whom survived the Holocaust; then I met my cousin Aubrey,
his wife Judy and their children. They took me on a tour of Israel in
their car—we visited Ashdod, Caesarea, Lake Kinneret. Everything
was exciting, everything seemed to be familiar yet strange at the
same time. Three weeks passed like a dream. I went to Israel once
more in 1994, together with Vera. Latvia had become independent,
so it was possible to get the visas in Riga. Once more we visited the
Nieburg family, stayed for a couple of days at Gershon’s, visited
our second niece Jill Rosenfield in Jerusalem, our Liepaja friends
who had emigrated in 1993, and, of course, Aubrey and his family
in Ra’anana. We also did a lot of sightseeing.
Afterwards Vera and I visited Eugene and Irina in Düsseldorf,
from where we once visited friends in the Netherlands and in
Paris. Some of my other travels (to Sweden, Italy, to Germany
again) were business trips with some engineers from our steel
plant; there also were some trips to Darmstadt—a sister town of
Liepaja—as guest of the Darmstadt Jewish Community. In
Germany we twice accepted the kind invitation of our dear friends,
the v. Sichart family in Neckartenzlingen near Stuttgart, to stay
with them. It also was a pleasure to meet their three charming
daughters. Along w ith other sights they showed us around the
beautiful Schwabenland. We also met them during their visits to
Lithuania (Nida, N idden) and Liepaja. The last time Vera and I
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were abroad was in 2004; since then it has become too difficult for
us to travel.

THE LIEPAJA J EWISH CO M MUNITY
As soon as it became possible in the ‘80s, various national
minorities in Latvia established their organizations, initially as
cultural associations. In Riga a Latvian Society of Jewish Culture
(LOEK) was established, and soon the idea came to orga nize a
branch in Liepaja, too. The first initiative came from Mrs. Ilana
Ivanova, the late David Zivcon’s14 daughter. To my surprise, w hen
the Board was to be elected, she nominated me as Board member,
and considering the qualifications of the Board membership there
remained no choice for me but to agree to be elected Chairman. I
was a born Libauer, had command of more than one language and
a job with a somewhat flexible schedule.
The first steps of the Board were to compile a list of members,
invite Liepaja Jews to join the organization, and arrange
participation in the Riga LOEK activities. Our meetings were held
in private apartments or other improvised locations, causing great
inconvenience. So the obvious idea emerged to try to recover some
prewar Je wish real estate; all the more so as legal prerequisites had
already been created. The next activities were: ga thering 10 Jewish
men (a minyan) for creating the Liepaja Jewish Religious
Organization (LERD), preparing all the required registration
papers, and proving before a Court that LERD is the legal
successor of the prewar Jewish Community. Not everything was
completely kosher in this procedure; maybe there was some guilt
feeling among the judges, but the result was that LERD became
owner of the former Jewish Cultural A ssociation building at
Kungu iela (Herrenstrasse) 21. This established a precedent for
recovering other real estate under later Chairmen of the
Community.
Strange as it may seem, but when we owned nothing (like
proletarians) the atmosphere among our members was rather
friendly. But as soon as we recovered property, as soon as some
money began to trickle in (membership dues, aid from abroad)
14 He was the man who audaciously made copies of the notorious Shkede
massacre photos.
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there emerged hostile groups that voiced suspicions; maybe in part
because—for lack of experience—the money flows were not
sufficiently transparent, and this was my fault. Because of criticism
that I believed to be unjust I resigned from the Chairmanship in
1993. An important factor is that during all this time most
members of the Community were Jews from Russia and Ukraine
who had settled in Liepaja only after the war, and they are
different from those who were (and are) born Libauers. That does
not mean that they are worse, disloyal or something else. No, but
they grew up under the Soviet system, where corruption and graft
were endemic among officials, causing people to become cynical
and distrustful. In contrast, Liepāja Jews until 1940 lived in a
culture where honesty and trust were dominant and corruption
was minor.
A task that awaited our first Board was commemoration of the
murdered Liepaja Jews. First of all we placed a memorial stone,
donated by the widow of the Liepaja sculptor Mazheiks, at the site
of the Liepaja ghetto. Next came a memorial plaque near the
lighthouse where the first mass murders of the Nazis had taken
place. Thereafter we considered a memorial in the Shkede dunes.
We discussed proposals to modify the existing 1961 obelisk, w hich
greatly exaggerates the number of victims and fails to
acknowledge that any—in fact, most—were Je ws. However, we
decided to leave it as is, as a witness of Soviet-era history. Two
other reasons were:
§ -In the early 90s Shkede was very inaccessible for our
people: no buses, no money, no passable roads;
§ The enlargement of the nearby sewage treatment plant
made the site undesirable.
Thus we decided that some other memorial should be constructed,
maybe in another place.
The Community Board also held a meeting where we
examined a memorial designed by G. Cukurs during the Soviet
period, but we found it too difficult to implement: the huge hollow
sounding sphere would cost too much, and the location in the
Shkede dunes would be unsatisfactory, for reasons given above.
We therefore decided to put a big granite stone in the Jewish
cemetery. The design of the site was submitted by Z. H urtais and a
contract was made with a Riga stonecutter. The memorial stone
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was finished in 1993, already after my resignation. Financing was
provided partly by former Libauers in Israel (solicited by the late
Mr. Yuval), partly by sponsors from Liepaja (P. Meller, M.
Shwarzman and some others).
The story of the following memorials is well known, they have
been installed thanks to the initiative of Prof. E. Anders, with all
local work orga nized by the author: Memorial Wall in the Jewish
Cemetery 2004 (co mpletely renovated 2008), plaques for rescuers
Roberts and Johanna Seduls, 2004, Memorial Stone in Shkede,
2006. Neither of us was involved w ith the horizontal Menorah in
Shkede designed by R. Gabalinsh and sponsored mainly by S.
Zaharjin, 2005.
With financial support by Mr. H. Blumberg (Toronto) and Mr.
D. Jacobson (London) the author succeeded in installing memorial
plaques for the murdered Jews in Grobin and Aizpute, both in the
Liepaja district.
And this is the point where I would like to put a full stop.
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8. EPILOGUE
And yet I m ust add a few m ore lines. As told above my idea was to
state only facts but now I think it appropriate to say something about my
perception of some events. To begin with I must say that for some time
after the end of the war I was a rather devoted communist, agreed with the
ideas of communism and shared them. I still think that they are an
integral part of philosophy, sociology and economics, developed, by the
way, by Germ an scholars. It seems to me that there are two possibilities
now: either those ideas, maybe in m odified form, will prove to be right and
come true in the more or less distant future, or they will remain in history
as some odd exercise of the human mind. Anyhow , before going to
Leningrad in M arch 1946 I obtained the required recommendations for
joining the party, and was admitted as member while still in military
school.
Subsequent events, some of which I mentioned earlier, began to erode
my belief that what is done by the party leadership is sound and sane. The
greatest shock certainly was the XX Party Congress 1956, which revealed
the crimes of Stalin. Another contribution to this erosion was that the
achievement of all declared goals forever kept moving into the distant
future. Further shocks were the uprisings in Hungary and other countries
against the Com m unist regimes. A new hope arose at the beginning of
perestroika, but it failed by small talk, by severe shortages of food and
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other items (including vodka), by tragic disasters (such as Chernobyl, the
earthquake in Arm enia and others), by poor policy and management. I
recall that at the very beginning of perestroika when glasnost was declared
I realized that this is the end of the USSR. To the question of a friend
what will happen further I answered that the next step will be to declare
the Com m unist Party a criminal organisation. Yet I did not want to run
away like a rat from a sinking ship, and stayed with the party until
1991 when it was outlawed in Latvia. But I admit that my illusions had
lasted too long.
That was also the year when the USSR disintegrated. I felt a certain
regret for it: the good thing in the USSR was that from Kaliningrad to
Chukotka the order (and disorder) was the same, and this provided a
certain confidence that wherever you will happen to be you will find a
familiar environment. On the other hand there was no freedom in the
widest sense. But one never can have everything , and this is a problem of
evaluation. In a capitalist system with every kind of freedom one should
be “healthy but rich rather than sick but poor” (a quotation). To a certain
degree I was prepared for this disintegration; it was obvious that all these
different republics had been held together only by force. So I did not feel
the disintegration of the USSR as a great tragedy. But I could not foresee
the strong centrifugal forces, and I do not feel comfortable that so many
countries that swore allegiance to the Union and experienced a m uch
greater development than Russia, are now such bitter enemies of her. E.g.
Georgia: was it not the Georgians Dzhugashvili (aka Stalin),
Ordzhonikidze, and Beria who brought about the disaster, and not only
on Georgia?
Let us hope that there are better and more peaceful times ahead
for mankind.
Und wenn sie nicht gestorben sind , so leben sie noch heute…
The end.
Vladimir Bahn
Liepaja, Latvia
2006-2008
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